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Special to the Morning Journal.
counseled "resistance to the consumTucson, Arli., .Jan. 7. The auli- - mation f the great crime by bayonets if riecesa&ry, even If the streets
st itohood meeting held last night unof Tucson should be made to run
der the ausniccs of the Chamber of blood like Warsaw."
nmmorco, fell far short of expecta-- t
As no Joint statehood speakers were
allowed to participate, the executive
tons. The opera house with SOO seating capacity was hut comfortably committee of the Jointure association
no more preset)) resolved to Issue a challenge for open
filled, there
that at the Joint statehood meeting, publk discussion of all Fides of the
which clearly established nearly an question, which will be held this week,
equal division of sentiment in Tucson's If accepted. The
people
Mayo'. are amazed at the rapid growth of
Fifteen thousand population.
Hose of Milwaukee, was the principal the Jointure sentiment
here
and
throughout Arizona.
Kight months
speaker. Several others participated
The only reasons advaiu d by the ago, before the press discussion of
ape ikers against jointure wag thai the Issue began, not a dozen Arlzon-ian- s
greater
openly declared for Jointure.
New Mexico's
population
would control, resulting in raking Arl. There is little 'doubt but the constitution will be adopted by a lange ma.onn's public institutions
into
and levying a tax on Arizona's jority In Arizona If the statehood bill
minis, also creating a state so large in is enacted, notwithstanding all repurts
trcj as to be diflicult to govern, llosd to the contrary.
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POWERS TO SIT
UPON WILHELM

Colorado Springs. Colo., Jan. 7.
Th" dead body of K. Crane Wilson, a
wealthy Chicago man. was found upon the highway seven miles east of
this el ty this evening with a bullet
hole in the head. The indications
point to suicide, although the gold
watch and chain he wore are missing.
Wilson had been staying at the Alta Vista hotel In this city for over a
year, and left the hotel this afternoon on horseback.
His only companion was a greyhound.
This evening two well known citizens of this place found tho body as
tin y were driving In from their ranch,
and telephoned the coroner. The latter went to the scene ami found the
body of Wilson lying at the side of the
road flat on his back. A bullet had
entered his head three Inches back
the right ear and lodged under the
left eye. Wilson's pel horse was stand
ing by his side and his big greyhound
still guarding the body when the offA bullet wound on the
icers arrived.
right side of the horse's neck had
caused some suffering to the animal,
and Indicates that Wilson bad firs, al
tempted to kill his horse and then kill
himself.
Wilson's revolver was found on the
ground With hut two cartridges tired
and three loaded. His gold watch and
chain and nil the money was missing,
but a pearl shirt stud and pearl cuff
buttons were still on the body. It s
THE FEDERAL SUPREME COURT
believed Wilson
should have had
SlUU
in cash, as he
DISMISSES ASSESSOR CASE something over bill yesterday
with a
paid his hotel
check for $150. receiving over 10 in
change.
Special to the Morning Journal.
Washington. I). Q. Jan. 7. The DECEASED WAS WTI.I, KNOWN
CHICAGO BUSINESS M
case of George F. Albright, appellant,
Mr. K. C. Wilson
Chicago. Jan. 7
vs. the Territory of New Mexico ex
was for many years a well known busre!. Jesus M. Sandoval, appeal from iness man of this city but for the past
the supreme court of the territory of four years he has lived in Colorado,
New Mexico, was dismissed this week having gone there for his health. Al
In the United States supreme court for the time of his death he was a stockof Wilson Itros.
want of Jurisdiction.
Chief Justice holder In the company
the boats
His family stui occupy
Puller handed Jown the decision n stead at
tils' Drexel Boulevard, this
the case.
The Famous Asscssorship Case,
This motion by the supreme court Is
the last chapter in the fam us lights
for the position of assessor of Herna-llll- o
county two years ago, which arose
out of the division of the county at
the time Sandoval county was formed.
J. M. Sandoval, who was assessor of
Bernalillo county, lived across the line
of the new county, When (he division
w is made he was considered to be minus an office as a
of the
county, though he hastily moved to
Albuquerque a day or two too late.
The g ivenn r appointed George F.
New York. Jan. 7.
as ss r. Sandoval sued for the
the
nice and fudge Baker f the district tleshlp
under command of
court decided in his favor. The case Rear Admiral Itohlcy I). Kvans, was
was taken to the New Mexico supreme
to sea today, the battle
court which nfllrmed the decision,' proceeding
hips Keaisarge and Kentucky ran
Sindoval accordingly secured the office Just In time to serve out the last aground In the harbor off the west
month of his term. Albright appealed bank light house. The Alabama and
to the federal court with the above Illinois wen- following next In line and
Purl her developments may
result.
before they could alter their course,
come In the cas if Sandoval attempt!
the Alabama collided with the Kento secure the emoluments which
tucky, striking her a glancing blow.
Hiewas
to
office
while
he
the
eruod
Illinois Just got clear of the tanThe
serving.
gaily prevented from
gle and proceeded down the bay, anp
choring outside the bar with the

$

Fleet to Cadiz Bay.
FRENCH CONFERENCE DELEGATES
ARE INSTRUCTED TO STAND PAT

BIG RAILROAD ALBRIGHT

As Crisis Approaches Moral Advantage

of France Is Strengthened,

FIGHT ON

LOST

Germany's Position
Weakens.
.''an Francisco, Cal.,

Paris, Jan. 7. The public uneasiness over the Moroccan conference
has undergone a distinct Improvement.' This is due mainly to the o
attitude of the officials of the
foreign office who consider the selection by the Italian government of the
Marquis Vlsconti Venosta to In ad its
delegation as strengthening the position of France. It is evident that the
officials hold the view that if France
can secure the support of great powers having tangible Interests In th(
Mediterranean and Morocco It will be
difficult for Germany to stand agalns:
of this moral Influence
the force
Therefore Italy's choice of the Marquis Vlsconti Venosta, who was one
of the earliest adVocates of the Franco-Italian
entente strengthens the
government's expectation of the united support of the leading Mediterranean powers.
The martial tone of the press ha
considerably diminished, and the set
sational branch of it no longer print'
alarmist reports of frontier preparations.
Nevertheless the public and
press continue pointing, tin, ugh with
greater calmness toward the imperative need of completing military preparations.
Now that the French delegates nre
preparing to start for Algeclras, there
is evidence of the greatest firmness In
upholding the French position, the el
sential feature of Which is that France
through her geographical proximity to
Morocco, which Is analogous to that of
the position of the United Stntes toward Cuba and through her vast Algerian borders, Is Justly entitled to have
a privileged position in Morocco.
Germany while yielding much has
never clearly yielded the claim of
France to special position in Morocco..'
tt the French position Is upheld, the
conference, It Is expected will charg,
France with police, customs and other duties. Against this Germany will
seek International control of police,
customs and other matters, thus giving all nations, Including Germany the
same status In Morocco as that of
France.
The French delegntes will start
without the slightest thought of yielding or In compromising the essential
principles of France's position and
therein lies the danger of the Franco-Germa- n
outlook.
of the
The Berlin correspondent
Temps Bays that Germany, following
the action of the United States and
Great Britain Is sending a squadron
to Algeclras. The paper says that
Franco thus far has not ordered a
squadron to the neighborhood of the
conference. It adds that the Hrltlsh
squadrons comprising the channel,
home and cruiser squadrons will rendezvous In Cadis Hay near Algeclras,
In tho middle of February.

itm.y s delegates mi

TO CONCILIATE ENEMIES
Rome, Jan. 7. Premier Fortis today received Marquis Vlsconti Venosta who was accompanied by Marquis
The
Snngullnno, foreign minister.
three discussed at h "irth the attitude
to ho taken by the Itullan representatives In the Mororcan conference.
Italy's delegates will go to the conference with full moral and diplomatic liberty, animated only by a desire
to conciliate different Interests.
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7.

Arm-c-

d

guards, injunction proceedings and
a condemnation suit, have been introduced Into tho controversy be i ween
the Western Pacific and Southern Pacific railways, over the plan of the
Western Pacific to place Its terrain US
on the Qftkland side Of Bha Francisco
bay, between the Southern
Pacilic's
broad guage and narrow gauge nudes
The Western Pacitle has laid a mile
preliminary track on a strip of
land, the title to which Is a
matter of controversy between the
state and Southern Pacific. This unexpected move gave the Western Pacific
possession of the fill. The Western
Pacific next went Into the superior
ourt of Alameda county and asked
to have condemned a strip Of land
mining across the lands owned by the
Southern Pacific. The Southern Pnel-O- c
followed this by obtaining a tempo-- 1
rary Injunction restraining the Wcs-'.ePacific from further track lay- trig operations.
The hearing of all
ults was set for January 12. Pending
Hie hearing, the Western Pacific lias
on the
placed seven armed guards
strip of filled land to protect its temporary tracks.
c

Strenuous RnMtaB elebrallon.
Washington, Pa., Jan. 7- .- The Celebration of Russian Christmas by miners of that nationality at the Meadow
Latid Coal Works, four miles from
here, caused a race riot this evening
in
Italians
between Russians and
Which one man's skull was fractured,
a'woman with a baby In her arms was
knocked down with a brick and others
received serious injuries.
About BOO men engaged In the riot- Coal and Iron police are patrol- ing the settlement tonight.
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The starboard side of the Kentucky
above the water line was quite badly
damaged She will come up to the
navy yard tomorrow for repairs.
Millions In Cotton Burn.
Chester. S. C. Jan. 7. A fire thnt
darted in the warehouse of the Ku-kn mill tonight has already destroy
ed 1,500 bales of cotton, resulting In a
n

ft,

'oss

of 1100,049

and

threatens

to

spread to an adjoining warehouse in
b, the Morning Journal
Kansas City, Mo Jan 7 A dlstlnctii'
which are stored two or three thou
HI Paso, Tex., Jan. 7.
The great sand bales of cotton.
earthquake shock, with u motion fron
north to south lasting from twenty-thre- e SHOW blockade Which has tied up tile
Kl
for the last ten
seconds to one minute In duraMissouri, days Is broken. The five rotury sno!
tion, was felt In western
eastern Kansas and southern Nebras- plows which were snowed In are ngali"
ka about 6:17 o'clock this evening. nt Work I the snow Is melting fast, th
The territory affected extends from wind has died crown ami it is expected
Nebraska on the north nearly to Ok- the track will be open for traffic tolahoma and the Indian Territory line morrow. The stalled Hoek Island pas-senger trains are nil moving nnd no
on the south, and from Salina, Kansas, on the west to Kansas City, th. more trains will be dctnurcd around
Joseph and Joplln. Mo., on the east. by way of the Santa Fe. The force
With the exception of knocking pi f- of men working to clear the line has
New York, Jan. 7. Attorney Geniler from tho walls nt some points in been enlarged to nearly five hundred
tonight said
Hadley of Mlss-mreral
alIs
getting
reported,
snow
rapidly
oft
was
the
the
damage
and
Kansas, no
probably ask for a hearing
would
he
In
today
Two
trains arrived here
rails.
though persons ran to the streets
court In this city on
some places. In fear
their houses by way of the detour, but these are in the supreme Thursday
to determine
expected to be the last unless the Wednesday or
would tumble In.
other
weather ngain takes a change for the whether II. H. Rogers and the
directors of the Satndard Oil company
New York Jews to Pnrsrte.
worse.
must answer questions at the hearing
New York, Jan. 7. Arrangements
before Commissioner Sanborn regardlighting In Ecuador.
were made today for the parade of j
Guayaquil. Rcuador, Jan. 7 A body ing the control of the oil companies
moro than 200 Hebrews through the
streets of the east side, January 12, of reservists attacked the police sta- operating in Missouri.
"I confess," he said, "that I did not
The police
In honor of the memory of those killtion here this afternoon.
fired, dispersing the reservists, one of have much hone When I came here
ed during the riots in St. Petersbui
n year ago. The parade will mark tlx whom was killed nnd two wounded. thai the Standard Oil directors would
flrst anniversary of the massacre. A A part ef Col. Lnrrcas' troops have lefl shout the Standard Oil control of
dl company nnd
gone over to the revolutionists
Col. 'he Wafers-Pierc- e
mass meeting will be held after
'wo other comí anle" operating in Mis
Larrea has returned to Quito.
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COMMERCIAL
TRAVELERS.
170 Broadway,

New York.... 190.
We hereby subscribe
dollars
toward helping, to defray the expenses Incidental to circulating
for Interchangeable
mileage in the Southeastern
Passenger Association. In payment for which accompanying
Check Is drawn to the order of
the National Commercial Travel-

....

petition

anti-jointu-

Britain Sends Big

.

ers' Association.

The above is a copy of the blanks
used in one of the cleverest little confidence games ever
worked In the
The enterprising crooks
Southwest.
who have been coining money With the
ingenious graft are now safe behind
the bars of the Albuquerque jail. They
were arrested yesterday by City Marshal IfcMUUn upon complaint of Attorney o. N. Marrón, who represents
several of the local victims of the
bunco artists and Others elsewhere.
For the men have been operating all
the way from Sin Francisco to Albuquerque, and it Is thought that altogether they have secured from one to
two thousand dollars by their game.
They secured in Albuquerque not
,
mote than 142.
The men are well appearing individuals end have been stopping at the
best hotels in the country. They were
arrested here at the Alvarado. Their
plausible manner and extremely plausible game has enabled them to Mcelve
the most astute business men In the
southwest. Including Babbit! brothers
Of FlftgS ta IT, the Arizona Lumber and
Timber company of Flagstaff, the
American Lumber company of tins
city, the Southwestern
Brewery and
let company, the Surety Investment
Company and many others.
It is evident from these names that
Messrs Gray and Morris are among
the smoothest crooks In the country,
and few business men, even the most
w iry, would
be proof against their
wiles. They are very glib talkers.
Their game is to walk IN on the un- sus
ting business man and tell him
that they arc representing a big company of commercial travelers which
Securas reduced rates for traveling
men. and that the proposition is open
to any company which will assist in
paying the expenses of the securing of
the concession.
They
proceed 0
show the business man where the rale
lias keen secured In the east and In
the west and that now only the
Passenger association
Southeastern
remains out of the list of concerns
who have adopted the Interchangeable
tnlli age system: and that they will .be
In as soon as the committee calls on
them. The grafters show the business
man who has several traveling men
on the toad, where he can s ue an immense
amount In a year and avoid
paying exorbitant rates for the
Of agents.
The business
man can get In the concern for a
small sum, which covers the dues of
the company, and of course he gives
gi nerotisly. The con men's chief stock
In trade was the list Of prominent business men who hail previously signed
the petition. When these names were
shown local business men, there was
nothing whatever to excite a suspicion
of crookedness and they went readily
Into the net of the representatives of
the "National Commercial Travelers."
Gray and Morris got some $142 out
of Albuquerque. All of this amount
but SS 5 has been recovered and they
have wired for money to square this
amount. But several others who were
Hiked In the Arlgona towns have also
wired In to the attorney In the case,
trans-portattO-
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HADLEY TO MAKE
MR ROGERS TALK
souri, hut since they have appeared In
gnawer to subpoenas, i shall make the
best effort I can to have them tell the
facts.
"I don't care of course, to have anybody i immltted for contempt. I shall
ask the court to have the witnesses
directed to answer certain question
Which they have declined to answer.
If the court orders them to answer
and they still refuse, I shall have to
leave to the court the question of contempt. Kcfusal to answer Jn such a
case would be the next best for my
purpose to nn answer In the affirmative, since If would be equivalent to
an admission."

Correspondence Morning Journal.
Washington. Jan. 4. Blessed be the
man who Invented the modus vlvendl.
The personality of the Inventor is
somewhat doubtful, hut Secretary Hay
to
Was the first American statesman
gpply it to u serious International situation as a means of circumventing
the senate. It was thus he kept the
peace on the Alaskan boundary for
many years when he knew that If he
had called his "modus" a treaty and
had sent It to the senate It would have
been rejected out of hand. In the
same way now there is talk of Secretary Hoot and Secretary Shaw getting
together with the German ambassador
and fixing up a temporary trade agreeVment with Germany a modus
ivendi that will soften, in some measure at least, the rigor of tiorniany's
new commercial agreement with seven
Bufopeen countries which becomes effective next March and promises to
work great hardship to American
trade. Speaker Cannon has given it
out In Unqualified terms that he will
have no "tariff tinkering" at the present session, and there is a rumor that
he has been aide to take this stand
owing to a tacit ugreement with the
president that thero will be no attempt
to pusli tariff legislation if congress
acts In good faith on a "satisfactory"
rate hill.
But meantime the secretary of state and the secretary of the
treasury are busy seeing f there is not
some middle and satisfactory way ou'
of what threatens to be a disastrous
tariff war with Germany. There IS a
difference between the two secretaries
of course BJ to Hie best method to
pursue. Secretary Shaw is an avowed
Secretary Hoot has
standipaller.
never
Therefore, Usees tare
keen.
bill
Hoot Is In favor of the Lodge
which Would make the present Ping-lo- y
rates the maximum under which
certain reciprocal advantages might be
given, while Secretary Shaw favors
the ateCtsary bin which would fix the
Di ngley rates as the maximum beyond
which retaliatory duties might be imposed. It is simply the difference between the velvet glove and a gnarled
club. But Secretary Hoot has the
reputation of never lacking the steel
grip Inside the velvet glove, and bis
policy will probably be a very safe one
to follow.
What arrangement may
finally be reached Is a question, but it
looks Just now as though some compromise
Germany might be
with
reached that would be short of a declaration of commercial war.
Detect in Brasil.
While the large
loud Is looming
on the horizon w ith Germany, a smaller
deluge h is already burst In Brazil.
The stale department has been notified of an executive order putting Into
effect the tariff adopted by the
government some months ago.
This tariff is general In terms and Is
of a highly protective nature, said to
be for the purpose of fostering native
industries. Whatever Is Its purpose, it
heirs heavily on American fraile With
Brazil and m ikes the duties on grain,
Hour and harvesting machinery practically prohibitive. The state department has tried for some time to avert
this tariff complication but without
avail. Brazil thinks it will be a good
thing for home industries and this
country oertUnly cannot complain nt
a smaller state adopting the protective
policy that has been so long and
strongly held In this country.
The Santo Domingo Treat
There has been talk encfugh already
against the Santo Domingo treaty In
both houses of t ongross urn! there will
of course be more when thnt body gels
down to work next week.
But It Is
understood that the administration
has already b id heart to heart talks
with a number of prominent senators
and will have more before the treaty
comes to a vole. The friends of the
president say th it he does no! wish to
force his Santo Domingo policy on
congress, but In the absence of congress, he met a very diflicult situation
the best he could. If anyone else has
n better plan to offer, he will he willing to accept it. Santo Domingo was
threatened with outside Interference,
and the threat would have become l
reality hid not this government
stepped In and undertaken to straighten out the affairs of the ilttle republic
as it did. To be sure the outbreak o,
the revolution put thlR government In
a somewhat uncomfortable
position,
hut It Is pointed out that the custom
houses are still safe In American
hands, nhd It Is not unlikely that the
revolution can get very far without
them for lack of funds.
Piddle Debt Decreases.
There wns a very sstlsfactory shoeing In the decrease of the public debt
nt the end of the calendar year. There
was n decrease of $4.8.13.112 in December as compared with December n
year ngn. This was mostly due to cash
In hand.
Bra-zillia- n

Washington, Jan. 7. The senate
begin the week with consideration
of questions between this country and
San Domingo.
The subject will be
brought up on Tillman's resolution
calling upon the president for Information relative to the status of affairs
linee tbs lllghi of Morales and If the
senate does not take up that resolution
Itayner will address the senate on the
general Dominican question.
It li
Tillman's intention to press his resolution and unless It Is accepted hy the
senate he probably will talk on It, If
not tomorrow, then on some other day
during the week.
With the subject
once opened up considerable
debute
mayjbe expected for the republican
senators are prepared to defend th"
attitude of the president In the Dominican matter. It is not expected
that the treaty with Morales will be
presented for some time, but the republican senators say they have no
Intention of letting It go by default.
The president. It is pointed out, Is
anxious for action and prefers rejection to failure to act. His friends In
the senate cite the course of events III
the present revolution. The financial
affairs of the country are less disturbed than In previous uprisings, as
sustaining the president's attitude toward the little republic On the other
hand the revolution has had a tendency to solidify tile democratic senators
against the agreement, and If they
bold together they may he able to defeat ratification. Gsllinger, chairman
or the merchant marine commission,
has given notice of his Intention to
cal! uji the commission's shipping bill
tomorrow, and if he does so, that
measure being unfinished business.
Will supplant the Dominican question.
courtesy, however, he
If through
should give way to the senators to
other questions. ISP will bring up
the shipping hill later.
When the
commission's bill Is taken up. Gallln-ge- r
will open the debate on that measure. He will be followed later by
Lodge In support and by Mallory in
Opposition to the bill.
The measure
will probably be before the senate
some time, but GalUnger will urge a
vote as soon as possible.
It Is expected a treaty with Cuba relative to the
Isle of Pines will be discussed during
the week. Tills treaty Is In the hands
of Foraker and he will moke an effort to secure action at the flrst pracThe treaty will not
tical moment.
he r.itiflcd without opposition. Several
senators expressed themselves as Of
the opinion Americans on the Isle
of Pines should acquire some rlghls a
such under promises made them by
representatives of their government.
Many Pennsylvania people are on the
island and Penrose has announced hu
Intention of aiding theni In maintaining their status.
There Is no expeclnllon of being
able to take up the railroad rale que
Hon for several weeks, but the señale
leaders say the consideration of that
subject will not he unduly postponed
They nre already discussing Hie pos
sibllltles of the final adjournment of
the session and a conference on thi1
subject with Speaker Cannon has been
held. The speaker assured the Senators that it would be possible to get all
the appropriation hills through the
house by the flrst of June.
lo that
event adjournment by the lfllh of the
month may be possible, for tin sen tt"
managers express confidence that th"
railroad, statehood and Philippines
questions will have been disposed of
by that time and it is not their Intention to permit other subjects to hold
them In (he session bite in the summer. The emergency appropriation
bill which the senate expects to receive' from the house toward the end
of this week will carry a much larger
amount than usual. Ordinarily only
pressing dell, lencles are provided for
In this bill, others being left for the
general deficienc y bill, the last Important measure to lie considered before
adjournment.
it has been found,
however, that this plan tends to daisy
nnd the present policy Is to get Important Items on the early bill, leaving only the new and small deficien
cies to be taken care of on the krtsjf.
Will

ills-cu-

bill.

IMPPINi: KIM, KEEPS
HEAD l' STATEHOOD MEAüEltE
Washington, Jan. 7. After contem
plating tho plan to displace tho Philippine tariff bill with the statoheoi
measure In the house this week, the
leaders arrived at the conclusloa Jtyi
berore adjournment Saturday that tho
present order of business should hot
be disturbed, nnd the list of speeches
whb h Is to occupy at least the first
half of the week on the revenue rasas,
ure will bo unrestricted.
Payns, In
charge of the bill, estimates that the
discussion on this next week will ooau-p- y
the first three or four days. After
Hie Philippine bill has been disposed
of (he statehood bill, which the com- -

1"AGE TWO,

n,!,ii,'i5 u ü.y.SKijj.Er; MxiyrmrTi tuxkwj'í'jl.

jr'

mittee on territorios hns still In
will be brought forward immediately and that question discussed
and acted upon without Interruption.

Monday. .January 8, 19 (XI.

m :

prep-aratlo-

AD NAVAJO S

appropriation measun- will be
taken until the stateh ood bill has been
No

Thé Store

y Quality- -
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OHRI8TM PASSES Off QUIETLY
St. Petersburg. Jan. 7. Fine snow
sifting down from a cold kv furnished
Ideal weather fur the Russian Christ
mas so far as St. Petersburg was concerned. All tht.- theatres and other
places of public amusement, even the
restaurants were dOSSd and the day
was given up to proverbial Russian
hospitality.
The dissensions whl- t,
have torn and distracted the counrv
seemed to have
for the
moment
even
and
the radical
newspapers animated by the sentiment of peace and good will to all
silenced their guns. The day passed
quietly and without untoward Incident.
Religious services in the ehun lus
were largely attended. At the pa ie
at Tsarskoe-S.-i- o
the emperor himself
t
sided at the Christmas tree. Later
accompanied by his imperial children
his majesty visited the quarters of Ml
Imperiai Cossack escort, to the mem- -
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MONTEZUMA TRUST COMPANY:

-

disposed of. but the regular supplv
measures are expected to come in with
regularity thereafter.
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ALBUQUERQUE,

MEXICO

NEW

Capital and Surplus, $100,000.00.
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INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAVINGS DEPOSITS

'Railroad
Six

Meo

Who

DENIES

BY

the ringleaders In the capture and detention Of Agent Perry at Fort Defiance not long sime, and who were

b. r

The

1

airlin er "I'orgot.

am are thought

to be

he redskins Who held
ver il days and threat-- i
life unless he prom-thel- r
number be given
t
prosecution on acetre, attempt upon a

nfim

ger,

v

psnsd
h red

immunity
count of it
little white
re called out from
The trooi
Fort Wingate to aid in restoring order
and putting a scare on the bad Indians. There was considerable uneasiness among settlers on the reservation
and nearby for i week or so, as
had their war paint on and
en- ripe for any kind
of trouble.
Prompt and vigorous measures by the
authorities however, had the immediate effect of sending the head men of
i tn
tribe on a bun- for the offenders
who were capturad and brought in by
their own tribesmen.
Three Of the Indians were si ntelice l

(ALI.

ATTENTION
WEEK TO THE FAMOUS
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North CM ft

Ml QsjM on

maii'Hng of
with a stat

Slipper

a use Tragedy.

Rail- -

tonlghl rendered the street car
slippery and caused two acciduit
member ol the hous
delegates, slipped In froiii ol a
and was ground to death.
An Olive street car crashed It
Cherokee
Hive s
ar CrfSng
and seven persons were Injured.
Addle Lawson and C. C Jones
hurt internally, and badly brutset

rollnc cause or trouble

ha re
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Keeps the Face and Hands
Smooth and Comfortable.
25c per Bottle.

N T

Rf MEN

In

B. If.

J. B. Herndon. Cashier

Briggs

$100,000.00

e

12.000.00

at the end of first day
at the end of first week
at the end of first month
at the end of first six months.
at the end of first year
May 29th, 1905
August 25th, 1905
November 9th, 1905

e
e
e
X

$ 10,466.92
19,173.00
31,821.82
.
92,750.13
169,061.80
212,856.57
254,158,81
314,016.24
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We respectfully solicit correspondence or a personal interview with those contemplating making changes or open
ing litw uiuuuu

vss..:.s.:.s
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WITH AMPLE MEANS
AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES

Frop8. Alvarado Pharmacy
First St, and Gold Ave.
Bot:-- 'Phones

TT
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BANK OF COMMERCE of ALBUQUERQUE,

KJ.

EXTENDS TO DEPOSITORS EVERY PROPER ACCOMMODATION
AND SOLICITS NEW ACCOUNTS.

RAILROAD TIME TABLE

These g Is are strictly all linen and the showing consists of several
varieties in pluln and checked crashes, In medium and heavy weights

CAPITAL,

$ 1 50,000. Oi.

Officers and Directors:
;
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The American Girl.
POPt'l.AR.
r STICKS,
Rt
VI
admired and liked
I
cause flic is the Alhiiqucrqi.c Hits I omul It llnr.i ,n
hppiet, tiua'.lv tlx In .iltlnest and fin nil
Shake Off.
lieet of girls
sin
fond of ijf,. ind ii
Hard lo bear, harder to get rid of,
alive to everything beautiful and g,Hd in
Is any Itching km complaint.
existence. Mrs Ltngtry has said that the
E CJMtma or Itching Piles.
American woman has little to learn from
I)o. in's Ointment relieves and cures
her Hnglih sisters.
All Itchiness of the skin.
Dr Pierce, the specialist in women's
Albuquerque people endorse this'
of Buffalo. N. Y., advises imple es
ercises lor women, preferably in the outA. M. Whitcomb. nurseryman, cor-ne- r
door sir. But many women are confined
Kighth and Tijeras streets, says:
to tbr house and their household dutit or
their business confines them to poorly en "In my estimation there is no ointment
for the purpose that it Is used that canl
tilsted rooms
If s woman suffer from a headache, a euual Pimm's. There was a spot below'
backache, a sensation of irritability or my knee which annoyed me for ten'
years. I'nllke ecxema It did not spread!
twitching and uncontrollable nervousness,
something mut lie wrong with the In ad or out, but at times it itched so exaspet
beck, she naturally says, but all the time atlngty, particularly after I went to
the real trouble very often renter, in the bed or sat by the stove, that I scratch-- !
In
womanly organ
ed It until It srnurtcd before relief
pi i cent of cases
the seat of the difficulty is here, and a
une. I tried every salvo uud ointment,
woman should take rational treatment for I came across; when one did not help,
I
its cure. The local disordi r and inflammabought another and applied it. Readtion of the delicate special organs of tlir ing about Point's Ointment Induced
sea should be treated steadily and systemme to go to a local druggist fot
atically.
la box. In a few days the Itchiness
Backed up by over s third of a centnrv of ceased and the life of the part effect remsrksble and uniform cures, a record 'ed was killed for up to date, and it is
such as no other remedy for the diseases now over six months since I Stopped
and wesknesses peculiar to women ever the use of the salve; there has not
attained, the proprietors and makers of Dr. been a symptom of Its appearance."
Pierce's Favorite Prescription now feel fully
r.(
For sale by all dealers. I'm
warranted in offering to pay $y for any cents. Foster-Mllbur- n
Co.. Ruffalo,
pro-ICase of Leitcorrhea, Hemale Wea
N. V., sole agents for
the United
psus, or Palling of Womb which they 'States.
csnnot cure. All they ask in a fair and
Remember
the name Doan's and
reasonable trial of their means of cure.
'take no other.
i

O. & R. G. SYSTEM
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Effective December
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12:51
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4:02
4:32
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.Lv
.Lv
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7:30
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Santa Fe . . .
Rspanola . . .
Kmhudo
Baranca . . . .
Servilleta ...
Tres Piedra ..
Antonlto
Alamosa
Pueblo
Colorado Springs
Denver ....

Scott's
a

.Ar.

.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.
.Lv.

.Lv.
.Lv.
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AD

A POSITIVE

l.l.n.l..u

,.o

Sold In Albuquerque

S.

by

Capsules

m

CURE

PorlnfUmmottlon orOatarrhot
i.
the Bladder and Dieeawd
MO CD SE M ) FAT. Cursa
quickly and permaneatl the
wortt caeet of Soaerrkeea
and Clewt, so matter of bow
long etanding. Abanltttely
bartulea. Sold by drnggteti.
Price li on, or by mall, Mat
paid, 11.00,9 boxee, 2.7.

rellerH. Samples Kree. If jour drugifet dat not
theu tend our orders lo the)
OMITIO MIDICAl. CO.
, USOMr....
when
hmrr

the J. II.

THE

SAHTAL-PEPSI-

N

No. 9., Mexico Express, departs 12:15
p. m.
LOOS
freight train, No. 99., southbound, departs at 5 a. m. and

Communication Made Easy

a. m.
No. 1C, makes all local

Between the Great Southwest and Kaunas City, St. Lonls, Clilvago,
und nil points North and East by tho

stps east of
Albuauoroue.
1.
No.
runs direct to Los Angeles.
No. 7. runs direct to San Francisco.
No. 3. runs direct to Los Angeles and
San Francisco.
Ah trains dally

El Paso & Southwestern System
Rock Island System

FE CENTRAL RAILROAD
In Effect Dec II, 1104.
Southbound
Northbound
SANTA
No.

STATIONS.

1

,1:00 pmlLv .Santa Fe..Ar
pm
Donaciana
i.tv
Tralnn stop at Embudo for dinner where good meals are served.
1:46 pm
.Vega Blanca
OONNBCTIONI
2:20 pm
.
. .Kennedy
. . . Clark . .
2:46 pm
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllverton and Intermediate points.
. .. Stanley ..
2:30 pm
At AUmoss for Denver, Pueblo and intermediate points via either the 4:05 pm
. .
Morlarty .
:su pm
.. Mcintosh .
rtsndsrd K.iugc line via La Veta Pubs or the narrow gauge via Salldu, making
. .
Estancia ..
the entire trip In daylight and passing through tho Famous Royal Gorge, also 6:46 pm
6:20 pm
.. Willlard .
for nil points on Creede branch.
6:60 pm
Progress .
O.H
i ,ev óitiil . . . .
.Blanca ..
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. A..
A. S. BARNEY,
R'lft nm Ar .. Torrance ,.Lv
Isrnver t'ttlo.
Agent.
Read down
. A A

I

No. S
4:20 pm
4:10 pm
s :4F pro
2:10 pm
2:46 pm
1:66 pm
1:10 nm
12:46 pm
12:20 pm

Shortest, Quickest, therefore the Best.
Tho Only way with two
through trains daily, carrying Standard and Tourist Sleepers, Observation Dining Cars, Chair Cars and Coat lies. For any trip, anywhere, any time TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

For Full Particulars sec any Agent or Address

GARNETT KING

11:15am

10:46 am
10:25 am

:40am
Read up!

General Agent

m

CO,

Obi.
B. R V P P E. Agent for Albuquerque
BellefoaUlne,

O'RIelly Company.

carries passengers.
Arrives From South
m No. 10., Mexico Express, arrives 6:60

3:30 p,
1:26 p. m
.12:26 p
.11:36 p
.10:29 p
.10:00 p
. 8:10 p. m
. 6:40 a. i
.11:05 p. m
. 9:40 p. m
. 7:00 p. m
.

pills.

Sk, Cinin Itii ... Sir Si rrumn Muara
Sil. Bnr.1 SM,
llVil INOWN TI orfill.
Mom; H.fnojr.1
Sent nr.pald
l.ornl.l
for 11.00
bO. Will MQd them
irlkl

Westbound
.Lv.
.Lv.
Lv.
.Lv.

Santal-Peps-

Southbound

10, 1905.

STATIONS

President

W. J. JOHNSON,
and Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
WILLIAM McINTOSH.
GEORGE ARNOT.
J. 0. BALD RIDGE.
A. M. BLACKWELL.
O. E. CROMWELL.

Westbound

No. I California Express, arrives 7:30
p. m., departe :15 p. m.
No. 3., California
Limited, arrives
11:10 a. m.. departs 11:20.
No. 7., Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:59.
No. 9., Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.,

Mt-.-

LUNA,

STRlCKLER,
Vloe-Preid- riit

a. m.. donarts 8:30 a. m.
No. 4., Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8., Chicago & Kanttus City Express, arrives 6:48 p. m., departs
7:45 p. m.
No. 10., Chicago Fast Mail, arrives
6:60 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.

"BJifeldCELCo

Omaha.

W. S.

(In effect November 12 1906.)
East bound.
No. 2., Atlantic Express, arrives 7 : C 5

dozen Ladles Pouble Finger Tipped Jersey Gloves, lined
with Imitation of chamois. These Gloves we bought at half price In a
very large quantity
the reason for such good pricing.
Twenty-fiv-

SOLOMON

00

40c Gloves for 25c

Uñaba
tomgl

eeee4eereH4.eee;

Marrón. President

Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits
Deposits

Cre-imjttcvtet-

rallies Gronped Together to denr Out to Save Invoicing and
Priced Specially lit lo cents tlte Yard.

(

15-o-

I

& S. F. RAILWAY SYSTEM

HIS Bank opened for business April 18th, 1904.
We invite vour attention tothefollowino'sMii'm.ni
showing the business growth oí this Bank since its
organization:

Almond, Benzoin
and Witch Hazel

B. BUBTON.

CHARLEA

WHAT MAKtiS

TOTAL

Capital Stock
Met Trofiu

OUR

nil-sil-

L I N

though he never gave
but the one time, and he

Close to

Styles.

k
DE CHEN!
Fifteen pieces of the Inst
Crepe de
Chene, ''1 inches wide, In all the newest colors, worth $1.25, fnr...U(l"
Sixteen choice patterns of the best Foullard
FANCY FoI'LLARDS
Silks, in gooil desirable colorings, worth regularly $1.25 a yard.
To close them out, per yard
hSj;

i.von.

The Ameriran girl
st home and abroad

2,632,589.28

State
Rational BanK
Albuquerque. Veto Mexico

Good Values From the Silk Department

Who Never Talks Is not
imons; the Navajos nround

r

All

Varn Special of the Best Kind

SILK

Indian ever laid violent
if. I, with my police, had
sins with them, but in
inn out with the men

make such use of this

N.

Salt Meats

Choice Liquors Served. A Good Place
to wliilo away the weary hours.
All the Popular Games. Keno every
Monday. Thursday and Saturday
Nights.
JOSEPH BAKNETT,
Proprietor
120 W. Hltilroad Ave.

Positively the best Shetland Floss made; fine, even and fluffy and
twisted ol good selected wool, lii all colors. Our regula r price for
this yarn is 12 - cents a sktdn. To close outthu price will be. ,10c

a

i.

200,000.00

e

Lion Brand Shetland Floss

Navajos living nortowesi oi
imyon. At one time they did
st of two of their number
Ing Into the store of Charles
Hit four miles from Keam's
The good chiefs of the sec-- y
Hosti en Si-- ., went out and
tin- otf. n.lers, and they
in
at their fine on the woodpile

fi

O.

The Si. Elmo Sample and
Club Rooms

U earing

CREPE
:ii

&

t

GAME IN SEASON.

IMEN T

every detail for wear and
$3.50 the pair.
V

rer

IT

Andres Homero, Prop.

the Pingree Shoe

thing but

K

298,15.58

JO

NEW MEXICO MEAT MARKET

Start the Neu Year Right by

ing to your article
tuber Ifiih, I beg
it the story as given
Never Talks. Is cited from whole cloth

H

$3,130,78.81

211 West Gold Avenue, Albuquerque

i t

tile

$

Deposits

a

FOR ALBUQUERQUE.
LINES OF WOMEN'S
I'NloN SUITS, WOMEN'S VESTS
AND
TIGHTS, CORSET
PANTS.
COVERS, ETC., AT THE LOWEST
PRICES.

CE NTS

Mr. Rurton. seeing the account of
own capture In the Republican,
akes an mphatic denial of the yarn
Id by the Navajos and brands
the
rdiana as untruthful.
Mr. Burton

tuicrloan.

Re--

Capital ami Profits
Circulation

DEPOSITORY OF THE A T.

FOR WHICH WE ARE THE SOLE

the pit
eompai

mitoi -

NOVEMBER 9, 1905

LIABILITIES

$ 1,350,654.00
Loans and Discounts
Bonds, Stocks, Ileal Estate
62,322.00
Banking House and Furniture
38,500.00
$
309,000.00
Bond
United States
Cash and Exchango ... 1.370,306.21 1,670,306.21

TOTAL

Burton Denies He Was Captured.
In the story of the recent Navajo
oubje which appaared in the Qallup
BpUbileen an account was given of
16 braggings of one Navajo Boyatqlhl
hi man who never talks), This In
an n order to give courage to a few
the hostilely inclined Navajos, tolo
Irs captura of Charles Rurton, for- erly superintendent of the Keáms
myon Indian school. Although Mi
pturo was supposed to have been
ade some time ago, no one, not even
It Indians had nv, r heard Of It here, and this fact cauaed some com-ebelieved by
,l hough It was not
any white men who knew Mr. Bur- -

Floods Devastate Mexico,

COtt Is

OFBUSINESS,

RESOURCES

COMPLETE

st. Loa,
jan 7. your ii
whose printers have bien out o
strike nave signed the new eight-wag- e
scale god the 800 men aff
win return to srprh tomorrow.

The

Albuquerque, New Mexico

Forest Mills

A

our I'irin- - Come Through.

Boycott Sqiiceinu

quality for
Women.

-

D, Qrlffln,

l

First National Bank

THIS

YOUR

OF THE--

Uncommon

THIS STORE POINTS WITH PRIPE
AND SATISFACTION TO ITS UNDERWEAR DEPARTMENT. EVERY
GARMENT IS SELECTED WITH
CARE AND FROM THE BEST
BRRANPS ON THE MARKET. WE

Inutinn of a long series
will be remembered

phi;

--

AT THE CLOSE

their latest escapade

attr

t-

Underwear

BEING TAKEN

l

I

f-

f3L Third

.

Captured

Perry Sentenced.
BURTON

A-Oe-

fs i

V.
ws

l

Er
OkTU,
m

rpr.'
1

mr

ci

r.Aiatl

R. STILES

Gen. Pass. Agent

Monday,

-

January

g,
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Remarkable Career of Santa
Fe Veteran.
"DAD" RUST TELLS OF HIS
STRENUOUS CAREER ON RAIL
Topeka, Ka.., Jan. 7. Forty-fou- r
yearfc'ln the nab of a railway engine is
part of the life history of Henry G.
RUsit of 809 Monroe street. Topeka,
who three times a week mounts the
right side of a Santa Fe passenger locomotive and opens the throttle that
starts the monster overland train with
Its precious cargo, on its way from
to Marceline, Mo., and while he
is Mr. Rust he is not yet Rusty.
The story of Mr. Rust's experiences
sounds like the experiences of Kit
Carson, the celebrated frontiersman.
For he began railroading when the
business was In Its Infancy and ha:
stayed with it at each new step until
he Is now one of the veteran c'nglneer
In the west.
"I began my railroad career," said
Mr. Rust, with emphasis on the "career," "back before the war on the
10th day of September, 1857. I fired
my first engine on the Toledo & Clave- land road between the two cities from
which the line got Its name. It Is
now a part of the Lake Shore system.
The engine was an old wood burner
with inside connections and the cab
had no back board and no curtains. I
had to walk a narrow slab of iron
about live Inches wide around the side
of the boiler to oil the valves and to
open and shut the cylinder cocks by
hand. The old machine weighed forty
tons, about one hundred tons less than
they weigh now.
"I fired there until the war broke
out when I enlisted on Mr. Lincoln's
first call for troops. The call for
0
mn to go to the front came on'j
ihe Dith of April. '61, and I enlisted)
the next day. My regiment parllclpat- ed In seventy-si- x
battles and skirmish- To-pe-

7f..-00-

was In

I

, U
linn vtvp
.
.u V

I

1

tU
I

L l

sixty-fiv-

SI

Williams,

Art,, Sept 2,

1906.

DEAR SIR: I am Just In receipt of your letter Informing we that
the cash dividend on my policy of $25,000 In your Company is $423.75.
The amount of the premium on my policy Is 12318.76. This cash
dividend of $423.75 Is 18 per cent of the premium.
This Is better
than you told we It would be and stows excellent management on
the part of the Company.
Very truly,
E. B. PERRIN.

y

SaJe

HE REASON for this sale is, that we want to clean out
stock in its season, prudence, wisdom and 20th century
store keeping demand it. Pack winter clothing away
winter will not do. Our grandfathers did that, but

un-ne- xt

not the aggressive clothing merchant of today.

Don't

WOULD fOU LIKE TO HAVE A POLICT TyKK THE ABOVE T WH
HAVE A FEW MORE LEFT. FOR FULL PARTICULARS WRITE

W. E. NEIL, Albuquerque,

N

at Oar

Nelson $3 S
$4.00 Shoes
DanL:f Hats
JVeitleton's Shoes

llr blankets and plush robes at cost
"s tney last- Albuquerque
5!
Carriage Co.
What have you to trade for propLos Cerrillos; cost $1250; trad-tn- g
price one-haof cost. A snap If
you can use the property.
Don't be
afraid to talk with me. T. L.
300 South Hroadway.

erty at

N. Pe&ch
REAL

Our guarantee, "Goods as represented or your
money refunded" goes with every article. Price is
always right,

bTrüppe

make a feature of our prompt delivery service, also cover the entire city with our solicitors,
hp
will call at your house and get your orders at a word
from you.
e

THE
PRESCRIPTION
DRUGGIST

We also pay special attention to the cleanliness of
our store and to the manner of displaying our goods.
We spare no effort to have every article as clean and
appetizing as is possible to get it. A comparison witti
others will convince you.

Railroad Ave.
STORAGE!

Why

These facts are hut a few of the many reasons
you should place your orders with us.

of

this

&

Furnishings,

Í

I

Will look well and feel well when
you have one of our genuine

ESTATE

Auto. Phone 33S

SBBBBB

BB"!BB'B,B

"5-A-

Horse Blankets

"

f

on him. Low Prices Now.
New Stock.

Large

V

Carriages, Buggies and
Saddles, and

THOS. F, KELEHER
l,cnthc.r,

Jagtr Underwear

YOUR. HOUSE

Co. I

208', W. Gold Avenue

Manhattan Shirts
Bar I if-- Wilson
Shirts

Albuquerque

Dealers
Office:

SALE

Ad-vanta- ge

M.MANDELL
Fine Clothing

lf

Take

x

Trices

We call special attention to our large stock of
Groceries of all kinds, and the quality there if. We
always endeavor to have the lest possible for the money
the result is Femdell Brand in Fancy Groceries,
Rximshom in California Canned Fruits, meadow Gohi
in Butter, Ferndell in Teas, and Ferndell and Harrington Hall, the steel-cu- t
coffee, in Coffees.

to

prices; the reputation of this store precludes that, and insures your satisfaction on every garment.
You'll find
the regular ticket with its regular marked price.

for

A FEW FACTS

Fail

There's no mistake about cur reduction. No juggling with

LooK.

M.

General Agent far New Mexico. Arizona and Western Texas.

WE ARE STILL HEADQUARTERS
EOR Till: CELEBRATED BELLE
SPRINGS CREAMERY BUTTER, SOC
A POUND
AT MAI.OVS.

a.

Ja-rwiar-

CleaLraLiice

MR. W. E. NEAIi, General Agent.,
Union Central Life Insurance Company,
Albuquerque, New Mexico.

rt

STORAGE!

PAGE THREE.

I,.

AND SNOW

N

20 West

."

Our

Sometimes Help th,. Huh- - to Go.
In any changeable climate the hair
is ;ltt to become brittle and to break
oil stubby here and there This makes
a hair dressing almost a necessity-- , especially to ladles. In using a hair
fretting why not get the best, one
that combines with It the efficiency in
killing the dandruff germ, the germ
that eats the
hair off at the roots,
causing what is called falling hair and
In time baldness.
Newbro's "Hcrpi-- ,
clde" is that klad of a hair dressing,
You have no idea how delightful youi
scalp will feel, and how stylish your
hair will appear, after an application
or two of Ilerpicide. It is certainly a
wonderful Innovation as a scalp antl-- i
septic and halr-dsslng. Sold by lead- Ing druggists. Send 10c. in stamps for
sample to The Herplchle Co.. Detroit,
Mich. li. H. llriggs & Co., special
agents.

I

e.

was at the battle of Winchester wic ri
Stonewall Jackson got the only lick- Ing he ever had my brother fell dead
at my side Harrison Landing, Antic- tarn, Fredericksburg, Chancellorsvltle,
Gettysburg, the Wilderness and Spott- slvanla Court House. At Chancellors- vllle I was wounded in the hand and
was shot through the leg at Spottsyl-vanl-

ht
.

71

dent that destroyed1 over $500 worth of
.prou&rty until she 30th of qcLuber just
flushed I Had the great mlslonuno to
't the en'girteér'in charge uf Santa Pi
train No. 1 when It was wrecked Just
east of Kansas City. And I will say
that though it is forty-eigyears
since I began railroading, I'm still
good for thirty more If they will let
me run.
Aa an evidence of Mr. Rust s senior- Ity he has been accorded the honorary
title of ,lad," $ degree which corn- -I
spends to that of Ph.D. among phll- osophers, except that it carries with It
even more dignity for it Is won by
merit only and never by "pull.' and In
addition it can be worn by only an-- 1
gineers In three divisions at a time,
No other man can have it while th.?
; resent bearer lives.
,

es, of which

RTTntlPDnTTE
í' v '

iujjuíí. ,.i.Jij.a never,
M'.hii íws
had a serious accident by running Into
any one and had never had an acci-

SPENT FIFTÍ-- F

she i

AT

LIGHT AND HCAVY HARNESS

Harness, Saddles, Lap Holies,
Horse Hlankets, Ktc

Paints, Oils and Virnlthis
Palmetto Koof Pnlnt Ltisia Ftve Yean
anil stops Leake.

J. KORBER.
Corner Firsr Street and Copper Avenue.

e

,

CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW

MEXICO

e
Cash Paid for Hides and Pelts.
Tobacco Saved Ills Life.
In the battle of Fredericksburg
n THE SECURITY WAREHOUSE COMPANY
musket ball struck me right on the
408 WEST RAILROAD AVENUE
Vest pocket and would undoubtedly
have gone elear through my abdomen Will safely keep your PIANO, FURN
had It not been for two plugs of to- - ITURXL TRUNKS. VEHICLES. MElt
1
JI M Mi.M-.lthacco tljatl had In rav blousi that
and any
ap-a-L- ac
hart confiscated'! ) i was natural hat uriicic. largo or small. lor any length
anu
1,w
"
""'lr
'
and I had two plugs 'folded in my
Wholesale ami Itrtnil Dealer In
'Good Things to
Klmt Class Work Guaranteed
ui rcasonaoie
iramiuuw,
pocket so that they made four thick.Money Loaned on goods stored.
ales.
Pr'ces Reasonable
Meats
Salt
and
nesses. The bullet penetrated three
Fresh
Automatic Phone 244
Colo. Plione Hlk 203
thicknesses and drove the fourth into
SAUSAGE A SPECIALTY
OFFICES: GRANT BLOCK
my body. That was the end of my war
118 NORTH SECOND STR.EET
BOTH PHONES
Mil IÍBIII es but those plugs of long
EOIt CATTLE AM) noes BIGGEST
et-:-v-- :
green saved my life; tobacco stayed by
MARKET IMtlCE PAID
me then and i have stayed by it ever)
sine and it has been a great solace to
me through many a lonesome hour. I
Was mustered out in July, '64, and the
next suramer I took my place on the
road again. From there went to the
Michigan Southern where I Bred till
l'
Dresss TrimmiiiKs at
Children's I'udcrwcnr. all
the first day of January. ',;7. When
price. All odd pieces
wool anil
llecccd hack:
received my promotion to locomotive
placed
on
the
Itcmiiuiit
Worth up lo 'ó cents a
engineer as a New Year's gift. Aftei
Tables
at
their
onehalf
garment, choice of any
being on several other roads in differformer prices.
Albuquerque's Brightest and Busiest Store
lw
25c
ent parts of the country I went to th
Nashville & Decatur with headquarters. I ran out south from there In
'68 and It got so that the Kuklux
would get out In the swamps and ftag
my train to take a man off and bang
him so often that I got disgusted and
MarK.-Votoquit. I then went to the Michigan Central where t remained for seven years,
from '69 to '7. Then I wenl to the
Lake Brie
Western anil then I was
on the Chicugo & Alton for two yoafa
And the best evidence that our sale has no equal is to observe those who leave their homes with the intention of pricing and "looking around" before buying. Manx change their minds the moment OIK
and In 'H I went to the Wabash with
stock is insisted good judges of merchandise who cannot resist the temptations. Many, we admit, follow their inclination to "look around." BUT ALL COME BACK, and what is noteworthy is that
headquarters
at St. Louis. Stayed
there till they kept wo on duty one
those who have posted themselves are those who are easiest to please those who have been elsewhere are most profuse in their praise of our stock-- ; and our prices, There's a moral to this incident b
titne for sixty-fiv- e
hours without inwhich others can, may and will profit.
termission and as I was pulling In I
fell asleep after had whUtled for the
station and failed to shut off; ran Into
Ready-to-We- ar
Ha-V- e
"Been
the back end of n train and upset n
couple of cars. The general superin-iindeinformed me that their
were not made for sleeping
Women's
coaches and so we dissolved partner-shlWorth up from $io.oo to $13. no. in
Hlnek ami Colors. All Itciliiccil.
EXTRA- - SPECIAL BALE
EXTRA
Outm
Wear
all colors and sizes. Just twenty suits
Tex-ii- s
to
I
fall
'80
of
went
the
the
OF DRUM AXD WALKING
in
In this lot, and your choice at only
W have about one dozen which were
Central and then to the Texas Pa
7.18
cini', away out on the staked plains,
selling regulurly at $6.50, $7.50 and
All Flannelette Petticoats, some
10, and are all put In this lot, ami
The Spaniard .ealletl it Llano estaca-- I
worth up to $l.5n. redUOgd to. 70c
your free choice at only, each. . $.'i ti
do. The water was so light that we
TlMM Must Ik' Disposed of at Once, Hence
gf 10
Women's
The truly phenomenal sales of this
couldn't keep it In a Jug with the cork
department have left us with many
Lot No. t comprises thirty-fiv- e
Suits,
Women's Online I'lannel
. .
These l iil heard of Itciliictlniis.
In it would eat up the Hues In the
Women's and Misses' Lon Coats, Medsmall lots, one, or two, or three of a
(owns Itciliiccil
boilers n two or three weeks and I
kind, which come under u separute
ium Length Coate, and Ikon Jacket
$2.50
Clowns
$1.75
reduced to
too
was
life
decided that
short for
heading. They will go on sale and
Suits. Values im.glng In this lot at
$2.00 downs reduced t
Hlnek and Colors.
$1.50
that o I came north and took charge
$15.00. $17.50 and $20.00. Colors and
continue for the week, or so long as
11.10 downs reduced to
11.68
of a little road as master mechanic at
All
$1.00
up
Waists,
MohalT
plain
plaid,
worth
Petticoats
and
reduced to.
the assortments justify a special sale.
black. Choice of any in the lot at only
$1.00 downs reduced to
75c
HlihnHto,'Ta., for two years, and then
$1.25 Petticoats reduced to.., .I5.T
to $S, at
SI 50
10 IK
Nothing like It has ever been enjoyed
In Hie Nouth again to Jackson, Miss,
All
$1.35
Petticoats reduced to. .fl.00
by Albuquerque shoppers:
I'hlldren's nnd Misses' downs,
on the Illinois Central, where I riu.
H
$1.50 Petticoats reduced to.. $1.35
Lot
No.
t.
In
of
feel
with
Choice
them,
Skirts
worth
at
40c
Walsta,
Embroidered
and
Plain
Batiste
aíi sin- - on construction work in the
13
All $1.75 and $2.00 Petticoats re-its
Women's
up to $4.50, for S2.U-Hoys' Outing dow ns, all sixes. . . . 50c
,
$'2.U
worth u: to $3.50, for
'87,
Yazoo valley and In September,
Lot No.
It
comprises fourteen Suits In
$1.50
i
Misses'
lining
up
downs,
worth
$.
Lot
No.
Choice of Skirts worth
Ceorge Hackney, superintendent
of
both long and medium length cont.
to
f,0c
$1.00,
at
up to $6.00, for s:l. !i:,.
mqtlv Kwer of the Atchison, Tope-KMost till are satin or
Values
Embroidered and 1'laln Wool Waists,
Men's (luting downs at one-haprice
te "Santa Fe wrote for me to come
Lot No. 3. Choice of Skirts worth
In this lot ranging at $21.50, $23.50
Corsets
worth up t'j $1.50. for
to Topeta.
up
to
$7.50,
mid $25.00. Mixtures, coirs and black,
for 15.95.
An assortment of various mukes of
WTien He Came to the Santa Pe.
t'holce of any suit In this lot at only
These Skirts are made of Cheviot,
Corsets, with some sizes missing. If
Eiderdobun Dressing
I enme, passed the necessary examSilk Crepe de Chone Waists, worth up
I11.4J
Voiles, Hroadeloth & Funcy Mixtures
you take a size too large or too small,
was
on
sent out
the Great
to $.00, for
ination a.nd
S3.50
It la yours for
25c
Bend extension In charge of a conFour
your
Specials
Price
for
selection
Values In Ihia lot up to $S,00.
Women's
From there I wa
Etderdotun
"Robes
struction train.
In
Eiderdown Dressing Sacques; all
Imported Plaid Wool Walsta, worth up
M ought back to Topeka, and eighteen
Lot No. 4 comprises twenty-tw- o
Suits,
Three Price Specials for your Miecttl n
remarkable for their value, as follows
to $6.50. for
S:i 05
mostly long cont suits, sutlti or
years ago last Tuesday I pulled a
In Eiderdown Kobes, all remarkable
7.
S .25
t .50
$I.
Made of Hroadeloth, Venetian
Junction,
Ui Fe train into Iexlngton
for their values. Aa follows;
was
Mannish
line
Mixtures.
Waeusb,
as
our
and
there
Black and
over Ihe
$15 for any $25 Opera Coat In stock.
Pío 4 tiik Walata, choice of uny in the
4.U5 $5.ft
S7.95
colors. Values In this lot runglng at
not completed yet. Worked on con- $2. for any $40 Opera Coat In Block.
hirtiac, at
Mtllinery
"Bargain
Si.50
$27.50, $29.00 and $S2.50. Choice at
struellon there until our line wos
$30 for any $50 Opera Coat in atock.
About
one hundred Women's and
and on the 29th of April. 1888.
f7.98
for any $75 Opera Coat In Block.
Good
Wrappers
$5
I'hlldren's Hats placed on bargain
Psutnt Velvet Waists, worth $10.00,
the first vestibule train that ever rau
patterns
The
suggest
pretty
Pertables, at three prices:
country came
choice for
western
S6.MI
Into tb.1
cales, dark red grounds with white,
Women's
through tijere from Chicago. It was
One hundred Hats reduced to 50c.
and silver grounds with black figures.
Lot No. I takes In the balance of our
"Reduced
;i big thing then and maybe you think
Hals worth up to $2.50, choose now
Feel of It and you'll find It's a warm,
stock of Ladles' Suits, In all lengths
$.1.00 for any $R,00 Fur Scarf in atock.
the Sint'a Fe people were not proud
at
$nl)
75c.
soft flannelette.
Then note the full,
and styles; mudo of Hroadeloth. Covert
$1.50 for any $7.50 Fur Scarf In stock
everybody turned out to see It. It
Hats worth up to $3.50, choose now
deep ruffle at the bottom, the quality'
In
nnd Mixtures; satin and
$7.50 for any $10 Fur Scarf In stock.
was lighted by olectrlciíy from a dyAll
Silk
at
nml
Net
In
$1.00
each.
Waists
need
of
Same
the
lining,
cambric
ranging
nil
in
the careful
black, and colora. Values
$t.AO for any $15 Fur Scurf In Block.
namo In the haggugc car.
making.
Some of these sold up to
All other Women's mid Children's
this lot up to $K0.00. Choice at only
13.50 for any $$0 Fur Scarf In stock
"Then I ran trains between Fort
ProMirtlon.
$2.00 each. Vour cholee now ..$1.00
S2.V00
Hats reduced In like proportion.
for any $25 Fur Scarf In stock.
Madison and Kaniaa City until the 1st
$l.50
I o
I was transferred
of January.
Topeka to run between here and Marceline. where 1 have been running for
1
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THE ECONOMIST

n
The Second WeeK. of the
fale Will Be Enlivened by
zMany Additional Price Conc94sions:.

1

nt
n

p.

Our Entire StocfcHedaced. Especially on the Second Flour, in Our
From Ten to Thirty Ter Cent
Suits at $7A8
XV om en '

Suits at

tOaistj

Department, the Trices

Cut

SILK TETTICO ATS

Flannel
Specials

ti

AS

Sateen Tetticoat Specials
.
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i
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I
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Sacques

Suits at $17. 98
silk-line-

d.

1

Opera Coats Redaced

$1.00

fuits at $25
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Entered as second-clas- s
matter at the postoffice at Albuquerque, N. M.
id hood lull Is ttu" says th- The
act of congress of March 3, 187.
Roaweil Record. The Record might
THE MORNING JOURNAL is THE LEADING REPUBLICAN PAPKK have added the words, "in the air."

yder

OP NEW MEXICO, SUPPORTING THE PRINCIPLES OP THE REPUBLICAN PARTI
THE TIME AND THE METHODS OP THE REPUBLICAN
PARTY WHEN THEY ARE EIGHT.

Larger circulation Iban itiv odier BUM In
New Mexico issued even' ilav in the year.

Nw

Mexico.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, by mall, one year In advance
Dally, by carrier, one month
Dally, by mall, one month
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ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO
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MORNING,
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FOR RENT.
house. Keleher ave.. $14.00.
House. So. Broadway, 125.64.
House, frame, new. South
Fourth street, $20.00.
House, brick, furnished. $18.
House, brick, furnished, up te
date, T30.00.

5-

- room Adobe,

$8.00.

POR SALE.
- room House with lots 50x142 feet.
Two Gel Wan experts have invented
.on a corner near In. Frlce, $2,000.
a new explosive and the proletariat
house, two blocks from post-- ;
office, with two lots. House wel
has started up a brisk correspondence
furnished. This property Is In one!
with them.
of the best locations In this city.
Not a lilt.
and is ?or sale at $5,600.
The ATbUO.Uerq.afl Joint Statehood
house, North Fourth street,
League is worrying greatly about the
with 3 lots 75 rH2 feet, near In.
HamHton-BeveridAlmabill. The
Price, $3.6C0.
nac.
Lots on North Fourth street.
House and lot on South AValter street..
Champ Clark says regarding the
brick. 6 rooms,
Pi on the tariff that Briek
of the f!.
house and lot on West Coal
bob-tall
the republican party holds a
ave.; 5 rooms,
$2.600.
Hush. Champ is as picturesque In his Rrh k house, 7 rooms, with 3 lots, on
verbiage as In his appearance.
North Second street,
price, $2,650.
undei
The Trinidad Chronicle-New- s
house, lot 36x142, stable, etc.;.
the heading "In the boudoir" tells how
$950.
The
to take a mud bath properly.
brick house, nearly new, modSanta Fe Almanac could doubtless
ern Improvements, at $3,150, on
adto
on
how
give us some pointers
North 4 th street.
house, Coal avenue, $2,700.
minister a mud bath.
- room house, lot 75x132 feet. In Highgood location; $1,160.
lands;
Lank; Hob's Break.
The Springer Stockman suggests - room brick house, Tijeras avenue;
modern, fine location; $3,300.
that Fltiaimmona should have con- room house, furnished,
good loca-- i
sulted Dr. Osier as to the age limit
tlon, $1150.00.
before bis last light and taken chlorobrick house, corner Marquette
form Instead Of. the licking.
avenue, and North
.tree,
6th
$3,200.
Twaddle as silly as Ihe editorial In
frame In one f the best
locations on Broadway at a bar- the Fakir Journal Is unanswerable by
gain: modern
or l,v decent
i.
house; modern. South
''n.e nuiv'F'n? nine-rooHid
h ....
Rrondwa: 14.000
house,
thing to do with it is to Ignore it. 1 lie
South Edltb
street; fine location; $1 900.
Almanac
IgAnd the elderly fossil proceeds to
house on North Second street.
In good repair; 11,650.
nore it daily to the tune of several columns per diem.
Three hundred and twenty sere ranch
hay alfalfa, grafted fruit trees
good buildings, etc.
The President In a Fix.
Seven-rooframe, three lota N. Third
The president Is practically billed
St.. J2.700.
As
-himself.
with
Six room brick house, S. Third st.
for a joint debate
of the
13.000: reasonable terms.
a member In good standing
BUSINESS CHANCES,
practiIs
Brotherhood of Firemen, he
flood ranches near the cut for sale
cally pledged to oppose the attitude he
at reasonable prices.
Rem.
has taken as president of the United Fire Insurance, Houses for
Rents Collected. Taxi's Paid, and
states on railway rate legislation.-Tucsoentire charge tnku of nroncrtv for
citizen.
residents and
H. DVNBAR
E.
CO
Willie There's Life There's Hope.
New
a pile of
In KOlni through
Mexico naners we admit that a lem- Corner Gold Avenue and Third Street.
ocratto editor ofen feels lonesome
and discouraged, but when the territory becomes a state and democrats
have a fair show to make themselves
heard there win be lota more demod
cratic papers. Roswell Re

d
and energy.
much of your
your
not
spend
why
dollars
Then
where they will go farthest apid bring
more real satisfaction and oieasu.e In
the service you get.
We are headquarteds for the best In
Furniture. Carpets, Stoves and Ranges
Hardware and Tinware.
'iftíl'p
life-bloo-

Perhaps you want a L t
Or a Home.
Remember we have them.
The largest list in the city.
Eight hundred lots.
Residences, two hundred;
Forty-od- d
ranches.
If you want a loan.
we can get It.
Easy terms on property.
List your property with us.

VKW TELEPHONE 49
MONEY TO ixAM flN MVtn KKil
UflAiEi SKttKIO AT UOW
KATES OC INTEREST.

far as can be learned that

General Bingham baa dismissed Po"The Morning Journal lias a higher circulation rating than Is accorded lice Captain Mutt because he didn't
to any other paper in Albuquerque or ai.y other dally In Ni v Mexico." The know whether there were nine or ten
gods of war.
American Newspaper Directory.

alsurflife.

REAL ESTATE

other joke.

The only paper

Entering on a new year you a;'(t again
broviiiitf üo. face iht i(
Evefj lf ílty you siwhH rertfests so

COLUMN

Bracket! n solution in the New York legislature didn't remind Mr. Depew of ans

6-

Mall Orders Solicited.

J

11

itatehooditea of Arlaona are tending circulara to members of both houses or congreaa, In which they advance what they
a very strong argument against Jointure, namely, the rea:
distances between different parts of the proposed state and the proposed capital at Santa v
The arguments they make are deceptive, and
have no merit In point of fact. For Instance, it is as far from El Paso, Texas,
to Austin, the capital of that State as It is from El Paso right up to Denver
through New Mexico and above the centra of Colorado. It Is much farther
from Sacramento. Cal., to San Diego, than It is from Phoenix to Santa Fe. It
Is also much farther from the west line of Nebraska to Lincoln, the capital
of that state, lhan it is from Phoenix to Santa Fe, and as was retí said by a
(Mtnbcr on the door of the house during the statehood debate last congress.
New Mexico and Arizona combined, are in these days of railroads, telegraphs,
telephones, wireless transmission of Intelligence, and improved postal facilities and improved model of travel, much more accessible to each. other than
was a state as small as Maine thirty years ago.
Then, too. It is a great error to say that the two territories of New Mey-Ic- o
and Arlaona are separated by any insurmountable natural barrier. In the
llrst place the Continental divide is nothing but
plateau. New Mexico itself
Is about a mile high, so the low hump that forms the divide la traverslble anywhere, because it has approaches more than o hundred miles wide gently
sloping away on each side. The isolated mountains occurring In places on
this low hump In no way detract from the truth of this statement. There tire
much worse divides In both New Mexico and Arizona than the Continental
t
divide, east and
of it. The Continental divide is from 30 to 16 miles
east of the Arizona line In New Mexico and cuts no figure at all In the way of
dividing the territories. In fact the Continental divide itself except In rat"
places can be crossed by a wagon, and here is probably not th e miles of the
actual dividing line between the two territories that cannot be crossed in an
automobile or buggy. This statement can be verified.
When the new railroads building ami in contemplation are constructed.
New Mexico and Arizona will be ncceaalble to afli h other within a very few
hours. Not mori- than a ten hour ride will be required to go frrftn the centre
of population of either to that of the other.
anti-joi-

nt
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Do it now.
COMPANY,

110 Gold Av.

Palmer's and Wright's finest odors, put up in fancy boxes, at

ga

25c

.

$I.OO

50c-7- 5c

Also Fancy Whisk Broom Holders and Infant Sets

Rankin & Co.

THE WILLIAMS DRUG COMPANY

FIRE INSURANCE
REAL ESTATE

Blue Front.

LOANS

1

17

Both Plionca

West Railroad Acnue.

Automatic Phone 461
ROOM to. N. T. ARM MO BUILDING

3-

7-

MEUNi&EAKIN

MONEY TO LOAN

4-

Fix-roo- m

ift..

selt-res-

m

WHOLESALE

Cigar Dealer

Liquor

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

Exclusive Aarents for
Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies
Moet A Cliandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian
and Jos. Schlits Milwaukee Huttled
Beers, and Owners and Distributer
of the Alvarado Club Whiskey.
Write for our illustrated Catalearur
nd Pr'ce List.
Automatic Telephone, iss.
Salesrooms. Ill South First Street.
ILBUOUEROUE - - NEW MEXICO

m

L. B.

HOLIDAY BARGAINS IN CITY AND
COUNTRY PROPERTY.
SEE US.

W. P. METCALF

Putney

Real Estate and Insurance, Notary Public

Established 1878

321 West Gold Avenue.

Wholesale Grocer
FEED. FLOUR AND GRAIN

Apt

for

MltCtlSlI

AliHUjUfcJtgum

WifOHS

I.

M.

r1

I LOWERS.
IVES THE FLORIST.
No. HOT..)
(Small Holding Claim
Notice lor i
or
the Interior. U"lJa
Department
sit lies Land ofllce, Santa Fe.
,
January 3.
is hereby given thai the
CUTTLE
no
nlmal which the dictionary calls "Mephitis Americana." i.. Notice
i,,r nntnaA claimant has filed final
intention to make
a peculiarly foetid liquor, which it emits as a means of tice of hissupoort
under
claim
his
of
proof in
defense when driven Into corner. The Santa Fe New Mexican la sections if. and '.7 of the act of March
I
I ISM til Stats.. S.'.t). as amended
endowed with the same power, which it uses In the same way, and hy
the act of February 21, lKi:t. (17
St its 470). and that said proof Will
In answer to a Journal argument In favor of statehood It emits the followingbe made before U. B. Court Commisin in lame of yesterday, the Albuquerque Fakir Journal prints such sioner at San Rafael, N. M.. on Feb. !.
viz: Itra, Francisca Sarracino,senseless twaddle In answer to Chairman Rurxum's letter to Judge A. A. w 80S,
Sarracino, deidow of Francisco
and 2. sec. 20.1
ceased,
for the lots
Freeman, Statin that there was absolutely DO truth in fact or any substam I
lot :t sec. 17. lots 4 and f. sees 16 and
In Judge Freeman's assumption or assertion. If you please, that a deal had 17. T. 10 N.. It. 7 W.
She n unes the following witnesses to
been entered Into by the '.resident of the United States and between .Messrs. prove
her actual continuous adverse
of said tract for twenty
possession
Luna and Buraum on the pnrt of the republican organization of New Mexico
ve ils next preceding the survey of
to support Joint statehood that no sensible answer can be made. Twaddle as the township, viz: Oorgonlo Plarueroa,
N. M.: I'alilo Lucero, of
silly as the editorial In the Fakir Journal is unanswerable by a respectable of Cubero.
('libero. N. M.: Jose Amistado Cande
M.; Juau 1). Marnewspaper or by decent and
citizens. The only thing to Jo liaría, of Cubero. N.
tinez, of Cubero. N. M.
It
Ignore
is
it.
to
with
The paper being convicted of uterlng lies, falsehood
Any person who desires to protest
the allowance of said proof, or
nnd of publishing foolish newsp.-ip.-rot. the Albuquerque joint statehood asalnsl
who knows of anv substantial reason
gang is really in bad shape. This is satisfactory to the decent and respect- under the laws and regulations of the
Interior Department why such proof
able i Itlzens of New Mexico."
should not be allowed will be given,
in ODPOrtUnlty at the above mention-- I
And the reader Will bear in tullid the fact that the foregoing is not an ed
time and place to cross examine
Isolated ase. but is merelj 0 fair sample of the "argument" commonly used the witnesses of said claimant, and to
evidence In rebuttal of that sub- by the Santa Fe papel In its opposition to the statehood movement, and offer
milted bv claimant.
MANUEL It. OTERO. Itegister.
religiously repeated bv its Iwo or three weekly satellites In different parts of
( Small Holding Claim No. 331.)
the territory. Be nal ble people need not be told that when a paper gets down to
Notice foe Publication.
such stuff as that quoted above Its case is thoroughly desperate.
Department of the interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N, M..
January :t. i BOS.
AN effort Is being made to prove that the closing of saloons on Sundays
Notice is hereby given that the fot-- 1
lowing
li lined claimant
has died noby the authorities of St. Louis Is promoting Intemperance.
To support this
to make Dual!
tice of his intention
extraordinary charge the statistics of delirium tremens are invoked, and they J proof in support of his . laim und"ifi ami 17 Of the act of March
appear to show that the numbei oí taea has greatly Increased since the Sunday- I, lions
IS'tl (2t; Slits.. H,r4). as amended!
-closing
act was enforced, upon which the San Francisco Chronicle bv the act or February 21. l s :j n. (27!
Stats.. 470), and that said proof Will
Many
queer things have
n said about the water of St. Louis.
remarks:
be made before U. B. Court Commisat S in Rafael. N. M.. on Feb. 1.
Borne have asserted that il is more like a thick paint than a potable bev- sioner
IÜ00. viz: Juana S. de Vailejos, widow
erage, and strangers hav declared that they preferred a dry rub down to of Jose 'alleos. for the lot I. sec. 20.
lot 2. sees. 16 and 17. T. 10 N
bathing In It; but Ihe intimation that it Is worse In Its effects than John and
R. 7 W.
y charge heretofore made
trleycom goes further lb,
If St. Louis get,
Vr.ñM'm.s'T.dwrsé
up another exposition it should not fall to dwell on the wonderlul nualltles of possess
of said tract for twenty
rears next preceding the survey of
Mississippi water.
ihl. township, viz: Oorcoala Flaueroa,
of 'libero. N. M.: Pablo Lucero, of
("libero. N. M.: Mautlsta Baca, of Cu
. .
ys the igle is the national bird, but the ostrich hero. N M.; Juan
rtiK Arizona uaseite
H. Martinez, of
'' who ,.Kil,,q o
I. the Arizona bird. And moth.-- Ariz..,,,, paper rises to remark:
"Ti,- '
"k
the l.li.l .hi li
until. Ii
he id ni Hie sand, elevates its gable win- - 'gainst the allowance of said proof, or
Ano kiiows oi anv stinsiaiit la reason
dow to Ihe bréese, and thinks it is hid: and this is the dazctt-'- s conception of! under
the laws and regulations of the
Department whv such proof
a bird for Arizona. And doesn't (he attitude of most of Ihe Arizona paper) Interior not
be allowed will be given
should
Inward the cáus of statehood prove conclusively that (he (Jazette chose bettei
oi.im.i tunitv at the above mention- d
I. .Ice to cross examinn
llllie
allí
lhan II knew in the selection of Ihf ostrich? Take, for insauce the editorial Ihe Witnesses or
Mid claimant, and to
offer
in rebuttal of that
evidence
papers
drivel which those
have piloted about (heir own "superiority" to thr
bv claimant.
pie of New Mexico, and you will tin. I that If there ever was an unmisI
MANUEL It. OTERO. Register.
takable and unclothed gable end exposure, they have made it, and with their
(Small Holding Claim No. 329.)
Notice for Piihlicaiiou.
heads In Ihe s.unl.
Department of the interior. United
States Land Office, Santa Fe, N M
January 3. 1906.
THE Foraker amendment for Ihe Statehood bill provides that each
Notice Is hereby given that the folterritory shall have the right to vote separately on Ihe question of merger or lowing
named claimant has filed notice
intention to make final
Jointure nnd If the majority of either state should vote against Jointure the proofof inhissupport
of his claim under
er
shall fail. This Is certainly fair. It is referring the matter to the se. lions lfi ami 17 of the act of March
3. IMI (26 Stats.. sr,t). as
people where ii belongs, but it is said that Colonel Frank Murphy is oposed by the act or February it, i amended
s a 77
470). ami that said proof will
to such a bill because he fears that both territories will give a majority for Slits..
be mad.- before t". g. Court Commis- the merger. Well If they do, this ii be (he Will of (he people. Let the Btoner at San liafa. l. N. M on Feb '
San Juan Romero, for lió
Foraker amendment go into ihe bill: it win give the people a chance to oMlI viz:
sec. L"i. I,,t i', sees.. 16 and
17
18 nn'1 '" T- 10 i
W
exprers their preference for or against Joint Statehood, Tucson Star.
f
He nani. s the following witnesses to
p1
actual continuous advi
'''
HERE Is warning to the head of tie- family against the danger that m i tiOHM.'SXinri
nf h.i ill tract for
A Chcairo
.
He In the failure to assert himself.
,.r
mother kerit her hnvwnv from veirs next precedlnir the
' ' " ' ' f'-fr 0V
school, against requirements of the education laws and the protests of the of' Cubera' ' .v
i
Rica, of Cu- ''"'"'"'a
father. The latter, however, was prosecuted and fined I2J, the court holding
.1 III II
I). Martines, of
.!
'
N.
was
He
M.
culpable
one ill falling to establish himself as the authorita
uliero.
the
lhal
Anv person who
to firote.d
live head of his household. There we have one court, at least In which the a an Inst he allowancedesires
of said
or
who
knows id anv uol,ul,...il..l oroofasoa
old man can't get off under the Adamh idea that It wns the woman's fault.
under Ihe laws and reculal ions of the
"
minen! m,v such proof
J"
not be allowed will be given
IF MR. ROOSEVELT will kindly cast an eye over this way he will an opportunity
at the above mentionolHWTve that we are taking his advice so literally that we can't build school ed time and ulace io , ross examine
the witnesses of
claimant, and to
houe fast enough to keep up with the demand. What's the first prlz offer evidence n said
rebuttal of thai subbv
mitted
claimant.
picnic ,
MANUEL R. oTKito. Roalater.
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me SEA TASTE

The First National Bank will rent you a Safe Deposit Box for 12.51
s year and up. Call and let us explain the system.

If you want the full piquant flavor of the
eholocsl oysters, fresh from (he cool

1

depths of the ocean, try the
.delicious

1

SEALSHIPT
OYSTER.S

Necessary as the Keystone

They are taken from the shells, washed
quickly and put in to a case of pure white
en unci, sea led and packed in Ice. They
arc mil opened till they reach the dealer.
They conic out fresh, firm, unbroken and
lull of the delicious
(ang;. The
secret of their superiority lies in the use of
the patent M aMiipt Carrier,

paratus and. bungling, indifferent or
can less work because It's a bit cheap-- I
r. We charge fairly for materials and
work because we're not satisfied to
put in anything but the best. Better
our bill than n larger one from doctor nnd druggist.

sall-wa(-

i

to the arch is good piumbi. s to sanitation and perfect health In the home.
Run no risks by getting Inferior ap-

cr

THE STANDARD
Plumbing and Heating Co.
412 West

I

,

eeee

.

ee.aeeee.ae

e

Baldridge's is the Place
USEFVL

HOLIDAY

PRESENTS

Cement. Building Paper, etc.. always

401

fern

.......

ALBl'QUERQUl

Library Tables
Screens
Ratan Rockers
Mirrors
High Chairs
Dressers
Toy Furniture
Wa guns
Toy Carts

M.

big sale on Rugs, Lace Curtains.
Draperies,
Red Linen, Comforts,
A

Blankets end Pillows until January

MF.MCO

M-A-

coPYRiGiT

BERGER,

114 w- -

Copper.

.
.
leeeeeeee-re-rG6e RJO GRANDE LUMBER. COMPANY
e

s

--

,,'''

Saah and Door- s- Paint a.nd Gla.s
Contractors' Materials

-

e

..,-..-

1

',

rev)H

.

e

Wholeailc Aftnt
Auto. Phone 626

1.

-

.

e

Plenty would leave a great want
unsatisfied were f:our missing. To be
certain that the bread, pies and pastry for the Sunday dinner are In
keeping with the other good thlngM
see to It that "EMPRESS" Is branded
on your flour sack. That's a flour
that has all the qualities that the
knowing housewife seeks without a
single drawback. Safety lies In buying Empress flour.

Lempa

sub-milte- d

hand.

The Horn of

Buffets
Ladles Desks

I

011

J. e. BflLORIOGE

soiTII FIRST STRE

ts

-

;

FOR LUMBER, SHINGLES, AND LATH. A LARGE
stock of Windows, Doors, Paints, Oils, Brushes,

SOMETHING THAT YOU CAN HAVE FOR YEARS TO COME.
Easy Chairs and Rockers
Useful and Fancy Dishes
Music Cabinets
Dressing Tables
Center Tables
Couches
Hook Cases

y

""

Railroad Ave., Albuquerque
671
Bell, Red 284

Auto. 'Phone

I

'

D. EMMONS

Wholesale and Retail
Auto Phone 4 74
Colo Phone 177
Coal and Second West End Viaduct

po-spi-

The Distance "Bugaboo

DFtfirimiwc

wmmmmm

1

I
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NEW YEAR
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bv the- Published by the

Monday, .tannery 6. IBf

THIRD

.

RICO HOTEL
Rim

0, W.Strong'sSons

BM Cor.Copper&Second

III

su.oov

,V

LeOClOnl.

1

1

X..O.

Props

J E.BELL
Livery,

I

..STABLES..

HOUSE

HUI

Boarding
R E E

v
e

Feed and Sale

RESTAURANT AND

ROOMING

n.
uuii ri unci

MAROlFTTF
n

I

11

.

1

torses

1

Specialty.

Huddle Horses
Hii ver Ave Hue. AlbiKiucruiie.

THE 'ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL'.

Monday, January 8, 1900.
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KILLS

CHUM

1IH

LITTLE

É

II TARGET

Deplorable

in

CLAUDE

DRAGOIE

DEALERS 1

RIFLE

E COMPANY

Delivering

SHOT
YEAGER

THE

POOR

MINERS' FEET

Lowney's Gunlher's

Whitman's

AMatckWillStartaFire

That every ingredient must be of choicest
selection, and the brewing, fermenting,

BIG

aging and so on faultless, is told in
the taste

BLATZ

WIENER

for li.it reSMOO it is a tusk to get
u fin in Hie obi way, a la-- k
BO tedious thai one Is likely
to bo chilled through.

GOODS

Toilet Cases Brush and Comb
Sets,

But there's something else: an indescribable element that gives to Wiener
its striking individuality.
In a word, it
is Character. There's a most satisfying,
grateful flavor that is always a distinct
Blatz quality.

But Not Make It

OF.

STOCK

HOLIDAY

GALLUP FUEL NOW WARMS

Manicure
Perfumes,

HEATER

Sets,
Etc

Lowney's, Gunther's and

changes It all, because
Hie match makes the
fire. There Is heat Instantly, plenty of It.
and no chill. A G a 8
Heater is convenient,
clean, cheap. Any size
and many styles.

fWt

man's Candies Always

ERNEST MEYERS & CO., Wholesale Dealers,
Albuquerque, New ilexico.

en

r

AS

A G

VAL BLATZ BREWING CO., MILWAUKEE

The Blsbee coal famine is broken-- .
Youngster Declares Pet
Gallup coal is being burned in Hlsbec
homes and the cold. tired copper minDog Jumped on Gun and
ers can now warm their wet feet With
the heat from coal dug in McKlniej
Snapped Trigger.
County, The Douglas Internatiom.
American tells the story of how th
coal
dealers of the big copper camp
year
boy
13
Claude Dragoie. a
ended their troubles by bringing tin
age, was shot and killodAvith
Vfanta Fe to time. Up to a few days
calibre target
hands of ago the coal dealers could not bin
Bert Yeager tii
chum la8t'l,ml coal because it could not be
x
evening at ab iut V.il) The accident transported to Blsbee, the road saying
that It had no cars. The Blsbee dealt
occurred at t He feager home at 308 ers
Investigated and
I..JC
North Broad v
and found that the road was not 80
Claude DraWole Is the son of M short of cars. Legal proceedings wen
Dragoie, who conducts a grocery store threatened and now Blsbee is getting
at 402 North Broadway. His resi- the Gallup fuel.
The International says Blsbee coal
dence Is next door at 304 and the Yea
ger home Is at 308. a door farther tc dealers would appear to have brought
the north. Little Ret-- t Is a son of Mrs. the Santa Fe railroad to time. As
Louise Yeager. whose husband died In much is Indicated by the fact that the
this city last July. She is keeping dealers have received notice that a
house for a brother, W. O. Oalbreath, good many cars of coal are en route to
a conductor on the coast lines of the them from New Mexico.
Several cars
have been received
Ranta Fe.
Claude and Bert have been insep- durtr.jf the week and the famine Hint
prevailed for a time may now be said
arable friends and as licit is the
to I'e practically through with for the
of a bull pup named "Dudi
and a target rifle, the boys are In each present.
During the Interim telegrams and
other's company daily.
letters have been going between the
All of the people of the neighborhood were at the residence of C. A. railroad people and the coal dealers of
Grande, which is across the street the city pretty thick. The dealers led
from where the deplorable accident Off with a letter sent by Buxton &
happened, preparing the Grande home Smith to the Santa Fe freight departfor the wedding of Miss Rose Grandt ment giving notice in well chosen and
and John Sltva, Miss BSUa Dragóle, sis- firm words that If the road persisted
ter of the boy who was shot was lo in refusing cars forhe transportation
of coal from the New Mexico mines to
have been the bridesmaid.
About 7:30 little Bert Yeager rami Blsbee there would be legal action taover to the Grande home screaming ken to compel them to afford the ser"come over to my house quick, I am vice and also to recover money loss
sustained through the refusal of the
nfraid Claude is dead."
road to get coal to lines entering BlsConsternation ensued and the Whole bee.
Their stand put the matter in n
party rushed to the Yeager homo
where they found the Dragoie boy. in different light to the railroad people.
prosensible with a bullet hole in the ball They Immediately replied with
testations that their refusal to handle
of the left eye. Medical aid was at coal
from the mines billed for Blsbee
once called and the boy was taken it
was because of the fact that they did
to
Strong
hospital,
the
ambulance
the
to spare for ' the
where two surgeons tried to save his not have the cars
traffic.
life. There was no hope, however, a
The coal dealers did a little quick
the bullet had penetrated the brain Investigating,
at the conclusion of
ranging upward from the eye, and h
which they replied to the Santa Fe
passed away In a few minutes.
response with a declaration that tlun-werThe two families are heart-brokaware that the railroad was not
atNo
over the sad affair.
blame is
so
of cars that It could not hanshort
tached to any one for the unfortunat
accident. Mrs Yeager states that the dle the coal traffic without crippling
boys have frequently played with the itself. Back from the railroad came
It was not the Immedirifle, which was a Christmas gift to response that
shortage of cars that was botherRert, but that she has taken the gun ate
the belief that If they sent
from them several times. The buys ing, but
cars
onto the Southwestern thue
their
weapon
for
had been playing with the
would
seize them when unloadroad
some time and neither of them knew
coal from the Dawsoi:
It was loaded. The story as told by ed to handle
field, and that a shortuge of cars OF
the Yeager boy of the shooting Is as the Santa
Agalt.
Fe would result.
follows:
thelocal coal men investigated, find-n- o
Says Dog Pulled the Trigger.
cause for the fear expressed by
"Claude came over to my house an
no
cause for the fear expressed b
Claud1
rifle.
we were playing with the
Santa Fe. The result of this i
the
had cocked It. and was pointing it first vestlgation
was wired to the Santa Fe
at my eye. and then at my other eyf. freight department.
nose and mouth and had said that we
excuses for refusal of
No
four times he had shot me. Then 1 Blsbee further
coal traffic have since come
ai
It
was
pointing
rlfie
and
took the
from that road. On the other hand,
him and had stopped to put some coa coal Is coming, all of which is highly
I
v
of
coal
had
In the stove.
chunk
to the local dealers, who
my left hand and the ritte 'n my right satisfactory
much prefer coal to a law suit.
and had caught the gun by the bar-pe- l,
The latter they had determined upwhen my dog. "Dudle" came ovet on
event that the railroad Inin
to play and jumped up on my rlghi sisted the
In its first position: which
arm near the rifle. 1 guess one hi' generally been assigned to dlfflcuP has
lev
Claude in the left eye and he never It has on with coal men of New III
said a word, only groaned. He was
sitting in the rocking chair over
there," designating the spot a '"W feet
SMOKE "LA CINTILLO." HAVANA
from the stove, where he was kneel- CIGARS.
ing while telling the story. "Dudle"
Tln verv heat of Kansas Oltv beef
done It, but she is a dog and don'l
know," and the little fellows eyes mid mutton at I '.mil Klflmvort'x. 112
North Third Street.
filled with tears.
Do you want to get Into business.
The body of the little boy will be
taken home this miming from the Small capital required. See McSpad-dethe Exchange man, 300 S. Itroad-way- .
undertaker's and the funeral arrangetí
ments will be made today. A p ill 0.
neighboroverspread
the
gloom has
McSpndden, the exchange man. 300
hood, where a few hours ago all was South Ilroadway.
wedhappiness In anticipation of the
If yon need a carpenter telephone
ding of two of the young people.
llessclden.
Heart-Brok-

I

1

CHARACTER

the Goods.

Highlands.

DEAD BY BERT

SANTA

Last Railroad Is Now

Tragedy

Evening

L

PAGS FIVE.

Always the Same Good Old

"31atz"aBBaaBBB

J.

H.

O'Rielly Company
Harriett

When Mullezl returned to the train af-tbidding Peraican farewell he could
not find hLs wife Hy the time Hoehne
was reached ho decided that she missed the train and was lest tn Trinidad,
so he returned here, in company with
officers he made a search of the ItalHe found Peral-ca- n
ian rooming houses
at tin- New Metropolitan hotel and
Perslcan dentil any knowledge of bis
wife's whereabouts. I, no the woman

MEW MEXICO ITALIAN CLAIMS

HIS WIFE
Boca lies Gregorio Perecían $ young
and good looking Italian, is said to
hajve stolen tin- wife of Pete Mullezl.
of DnwHon, New .Mexico, the two had
a wordy engagement on the street In
Trinidad ami as a result both appeared in the police court and were Qned
$ln each for disturbance. They paid
their fines, and as Mullezl seems to be
rather agitated over the alleged larceny of ins spouse, the officers art
looking for more trouble b 'tween the

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Company

Buildin;

Crown
Studio

Say!

discovered at the Qrand and Per
lean was Idep titled DJ tin- proprietor
Children's Photos a Specialty
there as the man who rented the room
t
uto
for the woman.
JU
I'ersiean and Mulhzi had a heated
verbal engagement at the time, but as
no charge could be registered against
any Of the party the police dropped
Albuquerque
Yesterday Police Capta!!
the case.
a
two
having
hot
Etowlden found the
Foundry and Machine Works
ami heavy argumen: on Commercial
ft. i'. IIALL, Proprietor
street
ond took them Into custody
two.
It Is Bald that Mis. Mailed is parThe Trinidad Advertiser says the tial to the dashing Perslcan and the Iron and Brass fastings. Ore, Coal,
wife was found in the rooming house outcome of
and '.umber Cars, 1'ulleys, Orate
matter Is being wa. rilRars, Itabhitt Metal, Columns
over the (iruud saloon, and it is said ed with somethelittle
Intel est.
and Iron ProntI for Buildthat I'ersiean rented the room for her.
ings, Repairs on Mining ntvl
All the parties come from Dawson, X
So There.
Mlllln- - Machinery in Our Specialty
M. Mullezl was carrying over 11,060
Douglas
Tin'
International American
in his pockets.
fiays:
FOUNDRY
It seems thai Mullesl recently decid"We agree with the Tucson Citizen East suic Railroad Track. iMbuoueraue
ed to take a trip to the old country that Arizona is not for sale and that
with his wife and Perslcan said he did if the joint statehood Mil gives lo the
not care to remain In Dawson after new state )Ji.00fl,nihl the people Of W. L.
CO
departure and accompanied Arizona should refuse to a
their
pt it. Hut
liIVERT,
AMI
TRANSFER
PEEP
them to Trinidad, saying he would rethe bill does not appropriate 15,000,
.. . .STABLES
main here.
000 for school purposes to the new
When they reached Trinidad on the slate, as stated In the Tucson Star, nor
First Class Turnouts at ReasonSanta Fe, I'ersiean invited Mulleil to any other sum, except the donation of
able Rates.
a
nearby
saloon.
Dual
a
at
take
drink
public lands."
Old Phone
Xcw Pilone 122.
Was

-

Mr. Horseman.
DID IT EVER OCCUR TO YOU

HORSE WOULD NOT OVERREACH,

SPECIAL

EVENT

JAN.

TWO

NIGHTS

--

SPECIAL

Have your 7vork done

right

and

W. H. SMITH,
Next to

prevent

5,5

regrets.

FER

Trimble's Red Batía

Smoke "La Cintillo
HAVANA CIGARS

FRIDAY

12-1- 3

INTER-

FERE OR STUM RLE IF PROPERLY SHOD?

THIMBLE

ELKS' THEATRE

THAT YOUR

SATURDAY

Direct From Triumphal Coast Tom"

ARTHUR C. AISTON'S COMPANY
In

the Complete Success

Shadows
onthe

Hearth

1

A3 SEEN

ISO

NIGHTS

IN

N. Y.

Estha

B
Willianw

CARLOAD OF SPECIAL SCENERY
Charming Southern Story

At the Old

Patronize Home Industry

for you money.

n.

THE EXTREME COLD DELAYS
WORK ON IRRIGATION
PROJECT

AT

A Word to the Wise.
Get your 1905 magazines bound before they get hmt or mislaid. All Styl K
and prices t Mltehner & I.lthgnv'.-blnderat the Journal office.

CrOSS

Roads
James

and Get the Best
Nothing like them ever offered before

IN
Cast

ALBUQUERQUE

Leading Otoctr, Drug sums and Saloons.
tin
'La cintillo" nuil Take No Other, The onla Genuine Maiiiitai iniu! hit

For Sole ni aii

Ask-to-

M. SALOMON, M s. 2nd

st..

M. Rropliy

Albuquerque

Zl

John B. Harper, superintendent of
irrigation, and J. T. Newhall, foreman
of the work on .he Zunl Irrigation
project, who were In Albuquerque last
week have opened temporary offices
on lowéf Sua Francisco street, In Santa Fe. On account of the extreme
rold, work on the projec t has been
abandoned until the weather moderates and remains warm. All of the
employes on the work, a large number
of whom were Indians, have returned
lo their homes. At the time of closing
down only about ISO men were at
work, as others had quit on account
of the cold.
The work on the dam was comi tn svhmarv.
1894. and will be
finished the coming summer. It will
Irrigate about 10.000 acres. The dam
I
near the Zunl pueblo. Is south of
Gallup and about twelve miles from
the Arizona line.
The weather rem lined sood until
December 20th. and then It began to
now. It has not moderated since and
the tem pern tur has been as low as
A watchman
16 degrees below zero.
has been left at Black Bock to look
after the property of the government,
whloh Is doing the work.

rr r r t

What part of this paper do you
suppose Is the most Interesting to the
,
who Is eagerly looking for a
furnished room or boarding place?
Is your ad In that part of the paper?

n

YOU NEED THE GOODS.

PRICES AND CASH TALK

IN

THIS GREAT SALE

Remember the Dade
Wednesday, January 10th
REGULAR PRICES OF

Men's Clothing and Furnishings
TO BE SLAUGHTERED
119

West Gold Ave.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

122 So.

Second St.
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HOLD ANNUAL MEET
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FORWARD

RAPIDLY

IN ALBUQU ERODE

President

Presents

Tight

BRANNER OF STANFORD
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This is a Song of Shoes;
commit it to memory.

AS PRESIDENT

MAN
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Case Shoes

Diamond
Brand
SHOES

Por nromnl am! courteous treatment
and the Very choices) of meats von will
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Department of the Interior. Land OfFIRE INSURANCE
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folthe
that
hereby
iflveu
Notice is
notbe Heoretarj Mutual liuildinc Aaaoc latlon
lowing named settler has
In
of his Intention to make final proof
Office In S. c. BfJdridgea Lumber
the Han! Vartl.
support of his claim, and that
Aniom itlc 'Phone 824.
proof will b mad- - before tin- proba'.-eb-Mcxli
on
k at Alhuunennie, .New
via: Chirle Whit-ok- .
February 6. 1906,county.
New Mexico,
of Bernalillo
Sec. 23. T. 10 N., It.
for the S. E.
Dealers In
K
.:... .to
IWIVISION8.
HAY.
GROCERIES,
He names the following winiesses
upon
GRAIN AND I t I I,
prove his continuous residence
l ine I.lnc of I lllpi o n il
viz:
land,
Lliiu.'irH
of
hi.
said
mid cultivation
ami Cluarx. Plm-i- Your Order
Harry T. Johnson. Mrs. Lucila E.A.
t or lids Line With I s.
Cut man, James
Brown. Loul
Mex.
New
pf
AlbuuucmOe.
Kliler all
MANTEL It OTERO, Uegister.
U3llftSI NOHTH THIItli STREET
ft-

'
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WANTED.
iTAiuEiij
xuuiig man wiLii icii
years' experience aa cook and waiter
wishes position in restaurant, hotfl!
or private family.
P. O. addreas
j9
James F., Albuquerque, N. M.
WANTED Competent
seamstress
desires sewing' In families, or will
nome. uauor auaress
Mrs. Emma Stevens, 802 East Rail- '
.IS
road avenue.
WANTED-dressmake-- Sewing by experienced
109 North Walter. Old
phone 180.
tf
WANTED Woman for
general
housework. Apply 906 West Rállroad
avenue.
tf
WANTED Position by young man.
s
doulde-enti- y
bookkeeper.
Six years' experience. At present secretary and bookkeeper for two cotton
mills and trust company. Wishes to
move to New Mexico. Beat of refer--ki- n
e as to morals and efficiency.
Ad- dress L. A. Tatum, Dillon, South Car
olina.
WANTED
All kinds of first-clatypewriting and stenographic work
by Miss Biackall at the Alvarado, 9 to
first-clas-

p. m.

J21

WANTED First class dressmaking,
also all kinds of plain sewing; sewing
lessons
given, cutting and fitting
taught. 923 North Second street, j 10
W A NTÉD Experienced saleswoman
wishes position at once; speaks Spanish. Address 508 West Copper ave. J9
WANTED Lady stenographer and
typewriter wishes position at once.
J9
Address G08 West Copper.
WANTED.
Addre.s of members of
Church of Christ. Pleas address H.,
J9
Journal office.
WANTED.
Heifer calves, suckling
tf
or weaned. C, care Journal.
FOR EXCHANGE. Have you a
good
team you want to trade on a
house and lot. If so, see T. L.
300 S. Broadway
tf
I have a buyer for
WANTED.
prop
business lot or cheap business
erty. What have you to offer. T. E.
McSnadden. 300 South Broadway, tf
WANTED To exchange goo.l improved city property for vacant lots.
F. L. McSpadden, 3C0 South Broad-

PERSONAL PHOPERTY LOANS.

Money to Loan
Horses.
Furnlture , Panos .

Qn

OrKans.'

Wagons and other Chattels: also on
salaries and warehouse receipts, oa
tow as tiu.uu ana as nisrn as tzev.uu.
Loans are quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one
year iriven.
Goods to remain in your
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
Call and see us before borrowing.
Steamshin tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
LOAN CO..
THE HOUSEHOLD
Rooms 3 -- nd 4. Grant Bldtr.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
)PEN EVENINGS.
305 Wi st Kallroad Avenue:
MALE HELP WANTED.
''WaStPBÓV about lVyears old
it
at Walton's drug store.
tf
WANTED Boy about 15 years old
at the Journal office. Good chance
for right boy.
tf
it
WANTED. At once, two. plumbers.
Standard Plumbing and Heating Co. tf
$4,000 TO LOAN on good real estate,
at 8 per cent. P. O. Box 218,
.:
BAKERIES.
BREAD. PIES AND CAKES
to any part of the city, wedding cakes a specialty; satisfaction
S. N. Balling, Pioneer
guaranteed.
Bakery. 207 South First street.
DE-Hver-

PROFESSIONAL.
imYSICIANS
DR. R. L. HUST

N. T. Arimi.lo Bldg.
Room
Tuberculosis treated with High Frequency Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given from 8 a. m. to
4 p. m. Trained
nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
DR. J. D. Nl'SBAUM
Practice limited to diseases of the
Ear. Nose, Throat and Lung.
Booms 14 and 15 Grant block. Office hours. 8 to 10 n. m.. 3 to 6 p. m.
Telephones, Colorado 154, Auto. 272.
DR. C. H. CONNER
Osteopathic.
Physician and Surgeon.
All
diseases sucessfully treated.
Office, the Burnett Building.
m.
way,
tf Hours; 9 to 12 a. m. and 2 to 4 p.
'
Both Telephones.
WANTED To exchange property L)K
J. H. WROTH
tn oti Vait'io fr,i A IhiinnorjillA
Physician and Surgeon.
ty. F. L. McSpadden, 300 South
Albuquerque,.
Broadway.
tf DR. J. E. BRÜNSONWANTED
If you want to buy, sell
Homeooathir.
Physician and Surgeon.
or exchange anything, talk with F.
Room 17 Whiting Block.
McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
SHADRAOH
WANTED Tow exchange a good DR. W. Q. Practice
Limited
$1,800 business for city property. F.
Eye. Ear. Nose, Throat.
L. McSpadden. 300 South Broadway.
Oculist and Aurlst for Santa Fe coast
lines, office 313 - W. Railroad av.
'.a.TT
eohTsale.
9 to2Hu.LAQto
5 p. m.
FOR SALE Excellent saddle, also Hours
good driving pony, good size, gentle,
PROFESSIONAL NURSE.
j'J M SS t "IT I K. M I LI J'ÍTTE "
till South Second street
Professional Nurse.
FOR SALE A nice saddle pony, Swedish Massage.
Manual Movements.
also second-han- d
harness and saddle. Photophorla
and Hydriatic TreatW. H. MeM Ilion, real estate dealer. ments, such as Vapor Baths, Salt
211 West Gold avenue.
J8 Clows. Fomentations, Hot and Cold 'to
the Spine, and Cold Mitten Friction.
Ft 7lSALE At a bargain, team, given at Room 40. Barnett building,
harness and wagon, all in good con- by Miss Ruth E. Millet te.( graduate
dition, cheap; must be sold this week. nurse irom n.'tt i i.e cree K.sanmrrt
DENTISTS.
Cornel- of Iron and First street.
j8
...
DR. J. E KRAFT ..
FOR SALE A good,
TI.......1
pony, with saddle and bridle.
Will be
15 and 16 Grant Block, 'over
sold cheap. Address Colorado phone Rooms
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
92-Automatic Phone 272; Colorado. 15f.
IT
FOR sai.e Two lots on Iron ave- E. J. ALGER. D. D. S
Offices: Arimljo block, onpntslte Obl-de- n
nue, near Hill street, $150 each. One
8:")
a. m. to
.hours,
Itule. O'flce
lot on Hill itreet near Coal avenue. 12:30 d. m.: 1:20 to 5 p. m. AutoAppointments
Dr. K. N. Wilson, Room 2, Armljo matic telephone 462.
building.
tf ina ile by mall.
-L.
Í FOIVSALE Property In all sections DR. , E. ERVINDentist.
of the city at reasonable prices nnd
Auto Phone 691.
21
nnd 22 Barnett Bulldlnlr.
easy terms; it will pay you to see me Rooms
116
before buying. F. M. Morgan,
ATTORNEYS.
West Coal ave.
jll ÍT W. D." BRYAÑFOR SALE No. C Remlngto i
Attorney at Law.
Office in First National bank bulld- In good condition, $4V10.
ul
Puulsen's ticket office 114 Rai'road av. 1! 'g Ajbuuuerque. N. M ..
ARCHITECTS.
FOR SALEPretty"37year oíd bTacít
W. SPENCER- saddle puny. Middle and saddle almost F.
FORD
new. $31).
Inquire at fi '. South V. O. WALLING
Architects.
Broadway.
tf Rooms 46 and 47. Barnett Building.
Both 'Phones.
FfTlfSA LE Gentle driving and
LADIES TAILORING.
saddle horse, $25; 1U09 North Eighth
street.
tf M ADA M E G R )SS OF NW YORK?-- .'
Ladies I am here to spend
FOR SALE. Radiant Home base an Dear
unllmitd amount of money to unen
Bargain, as fine a custom tailoring establishburner. Practically new
ment as you will find 'West of 'NW
116 S. High street.
tf York.
Call and place your orders beFOR SALE. Four lois on North fore the rush. Satisfaction guaranteett.
Railroad Avenue, over Ilfeld's.
Fourth street, the only uts left opRoom 26.
i
posite the park. O. W. Strong's Sons.
l'NDERT.VKERS.
residence on
FOR SALE
North Fourth St., lot 75x142, at a bar A, BORDERS
gain, if sold at once. P. O. Box 218. tf
City Undertaker.
FOR SALE OR TRADE. Are you Black or white hearse, $5.00.
Club Building. Auto telephone,
interested In mines. I have some said
to be good deals. Talk with me. T. 316; Colorado, red 115. Albuquerque,
L. McSpadden. 300 S. Broadway.
tf New Mexico.
FOR SALE I have some good values In residence property. See me before you buy. T. L. McSpadden, 300
tf
South Broadway,
FOR SALE. FOR SALE.
Real
and Loans,
brick house, new with 8 lots, $2.100.
Insuranoe,
Rankin & Co.. room 10 Armljo bldg. tf
Bonds.
FOR RENT.
Cheap, furnished
FORRENT
212
South Second Street.
rooms for light housekeeping In the
Automatic "Phone- 328.
country. Use of borse and buggy givFOR SALE.
en. Call forenoons at Miss Phllbrlck's $2,600
brick cottage, bath,
lights,
electric
barn, corher lot;
kindergarten, Commercial club
142; N. Second street..
$1,150
frame cottage, N. lkt
St.; lot 50x142, trees, sidewalk;
FOR RENT 3, 4 and
$500 cash, balance on time.
houses; modern and new. W. H.
frame dwellreal estate dealer, 211 West $2.600
ing,
bath, trees, windmill; g. Edith
Gold avenue.
JS
street.
tFt i iBNT Ideal chicken ranoh. $1,300
frame, new, barn,
shade trees, city water, high locaone hour's drive from town, at Alation.
meda. Apply W. A. Brown, Alarm
$2,000
frame cottage, bath,
da, N. M.
J16
etc.; S. Arno street.
FOR RKNT Two rooms for house- $1,100
frame cottage, bath,
electric lights, close In,
keeping; modern conveniences; no in$6,500 4 double houses, close In, in702 Eust Railvalids or children.
come $80 per month; a good investjS ment.
road avenue.
Half cash, balance on time at
m
house?
8 per cent.
POR ItH NTOne-3-roo;j
good
Some
business propertlea for
or
116
furnished
Call
unfurnished.
sale.
West Coal avenue.
tf $1,600
New
frame cottage,
FORRENT Furnished rooms with
well built, near shops; easy paybath, 512 North Second street.
ments.
brick, suitaFOR RENT Two furnished
front $3,300
ble for rooming or boarding house
rooms for gentlemen only. No I n
on Highlands.
'
i
ids need apply. Enquire 525
$2,600
frame, bath, electric
Arno.
tf
lights, trees, shrubbery, lpt 75x142.
Fourth ward.
FOR RENT Furnltlie.i room, all
frame cottage, elegant
conveniences; board if desired. 4 15 f3,500
residence. West Tijeras ave. !' M
North Second st.
tf $1.300
near shops.
"For RENT January 1, modern $ 1,20 -4 room frame,
frame cottage; no-- ;
house; Inquire at 210 North 7th
Eighth
st.;
easy
terms,.
North
St., or 'phone Auto 436.
tf $3,000
modern
brick dwelling; bath; gas; electric
For RKNT Modern room
lights; barn.
nlshed. 724 South Hecond St.
$3,300
brick cottage; modern
well built; large cellar; good bkrn;
FOR RENT Apartments In Park
trees and lawn; fitre location. West
View Terrace, eight rooms each, modTijeras road.
ern equipment throughout H. H. Til-to- $2,700
frame dwelling with
room 19 Grant Block.
tf
modern conveniences; well built 8.
"FOUND.
Arno st.
frame cottage; modFOUND O ray' overcoat on Tijeras $2,300
ern conveniences, trees and shrubbetween Broadway and Arno. Owner
bery, corner lot, 50xli2, .,
can gel same nt 412 East Carrol.
J9 $1,000
frame cottage; trees
"i
ii
and shrubbery; near shops.
"LA CINTILLO" HAVANA CIGARd Money to Loan on Good
Real Estate
ARE THE BEST.
at liow Rates of Interest.
6-- 8.
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AND SOCIAL

EVENING

G. K. Warren post, Grand Army of
the Republic, and Its two auxiliary organisations, the Ladies of the O. A. R-- ,
and the Woman's Relief corps, held a
big meeting Saturday night at which
all three bodies Installed their officers
for the ensuing year. The ceremonies,
which were unusually impressive, took
place in the Odd Fellows' hall and
were followed by a banquet and a
most enjoyable social evening.
The
oeoaelon brought out strikingly the
fact that the three organizations in
this city are In a more flourishing condition than ever before.
Past Department Commander E. S.
Stover Installed the following officers
elected by G. K. Warren Post to servo
during the year 1 906 :
John G. Caldwell, past commander:
Joseph N. Warner, senior vice commander; Edward Johnson, junior vice
commander; W. W. McDonald, adjutant; H, W. Turner, quartermaster:
Rev.
Thomas Harwood, chaplain,
Leverett Clarke, surgeon; E. M.
officer of the day; William Stanley, officer of the guard.
John A. Logan Circle No. I, Ladles
of the Grand Army of the Republic,
installed the- following officers:
President Caroline Coleman; senior
vice president, Anna Myers; junior
vice president, Rachel J. Johnson;
chaplain, Harriet P. Winston; secretary, Etta B. Allison: treasurer, Marv
A. Caldwell; conductor, Jessie
Boyd:
assistant conductor, Alice Hayward:
guard, Nellie Richter; assistant guard,
Pearl Keogh: musician, Cora Jackson.
The Installing officer was Post Commander John G. Caldwell of the Grand
Army of the Republic.
Mrs. A. M. Whitcomb was in charge
of the installation ceremonies for the
O. K. Warren Women's Relief corps
No. 1. when the following wore inducted into office:
President, Isabel Warner; senior
vice president. Loantha Denham; junior vice ipresident, Addle Muggley;
treasurer, Emma C. Whitson; chaplain, Martha Mulligan; conductor, Josephine Strain; guard. Ella Graham,
assistant conductor, Josephine Strain:
assistant guard, Bessie Graham.
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PRESENTS

PRESIDENT

WITH
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ESTATE EXCHANGE

REAL

THEY'VE STARTED

CEREMONIES FOLLOWED BY
BANQUET

"

To Prove All We Have Said

Those Who Now Invest in Unimproved City Lots Will Make the Money

Albuquerque Is Bound to be a Great City
Contracts Let a.nd Sites Secured, Work to Begin

at

Once:

Eight New Business Blocks to Cost
Owner

Location

T. A. Biordan
Joshua Kcyiiolds
Groas, Kelly A Co

.

Andreas Homero
Dr. V. G. HoM?
O. N. Mama
s. W. Brewer & ice

William Hart

Character
Four Story Brick
. . Three story brick
Three story pressed brick
. .Tvu
story pressed brick
Three story brick. ... , . .
Two story brick
. . Two story brick
Ave. and Copper, Two storj Uriel

Cor. Itallroiul Ave. and Fourth St.
Highland Hotel site, H. It, Ave.
R; H. Ave. east of trucks
Cor. Flint St. and Lead Ave
Cor. Kallro d Ave. and Broadway.
R. R. Ave. bet. 2nd audSrd Sis. ..

c

North Second st
Flrsl St. bet. H.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

249,000.00

Contractor

f,

Coal

v. McQuadc
9. W. McQuade

$init.nno

Plans Submitted
A. L. Morgan
A. L. .Morgan

.

.

80,000
.30,000

.

110,000

.

20.000
15.000
12,000
12,000

.

v. Hoasoldlne

i'egner

A. V.

Day Work

TOTAL.

$2111,000

Just as an advertisement and to hold our prestige until we have our arrangements
scale

than ever,

completed for doing business on a larger

we will offer for ten days

A Whole Half Block in

$950

Addition for
D. K. B.

Surety Investment Company

Perea

SELLERS, Agent

Broadway Land

&

Investment Co.

HANDSOME MEDAL
The Hammer club of Albuquerque
held its first annual banquet at tho
Sturgea Saturday evening. The spread
was a most excellent one, but outside
of this tho affair
was hardly worth
mentioning.
There
were
several
fpeeches unci toasts, but Invariably the
speaker would get his hammer and
would proceed to "knock," when It
would bo necessary for President Fred
Miller to rap him to order.
The principal event of the evening
was tho presentation of a beautiful
(leather) modal to tho president of
tho elub. Mr. Fred Miller, the well
known tonsorial artist. Tho medal is
manufactured
an especially
from
tough piece of cow-hidsuspended
from solid brass chains and on the
surface Is affixed a solid steel hammer, the official insignia of the nobk"
ordr. Tho medal is inscribed:
"Our Noble President of tho Ham- Club.
Fred Miller, Champion
Knocker."
President Miller's eyes were suffused with tears, when with deep emotion
In his voice. Past Noble Preshh nt .Nathaniel Greene made the presentation.
Mr. .Greene stated that Mr. Miller's
reputation as a knocker w is well
known throughout the territory and
that the medal was but a slight token
Of "US' .esteem iii which he was bold
by hffi brother hammersmen.
This Is
honor to Mr. Miller, as there
are a number of accomplished hammer thfó-wer-s
In Albuquerque.
Mr. MHIer aatd that he did not wish
to "knock" but that ho believed the
presentation was all a "job" that had
been frahied up by his brother members of the Hammer club, even though
he appreciated the token of the esteem In which his brothers held him.
It was quite late when the bountiful
repast had been fully discussed and
after singing a stanza of that beautiful
old anthem, "Rang, Bang. Bang, Goes
the Hammer oh the Anvil," an adjournment was taken.
The newly organized Hammer club
while nni. large as yet, promises to become one of the loading and most
popular fraternal orders in the city.
Its membership Is increasing by leaps
and bounds.
It Is understood President Miller Is
e
soon to have a
photograph taken Irt full regalia including the modal
and he Is making arrangements to
present each member of the club with
one. Mr. Miller Is deeply sensible of
the high honor which has been bestowed upon him.
e,

qu.ii

CHENOWETH'S
THOUGHT TO

CM H

HOUSE

SEIiF-RAISIN-

Don't Swear. Mr. Conductor,
train book goes to
Tour
Get one of our full leather
covers and vour book will stay In good
shape until used up. Michener and
lioikow. Doukbinders at the Morning

whn
pieces.

BOARD

OF DIRECTORS

from Howard
Chenoweth, the sentenced murderer
who escaped two weeks afro from the
jail at Silver City with the aid of tWQ
unknown masked men. There Is little
dottbt that one of Chenoweth's liber.
ii'H was till brother Charlie,
who is
known to have been Man near Silver
City on Christinas and who has not
been seen since. The jrcueriil iniores- slon In Grant county Is that Charlie
Phi.mnvi.th naHaul tli. Ink in A thai
he and his brother are now safe In

The following have been elected ti
n t as a board of 34 rectora of the Asso.
elated Charities;
Dr. J. H. Kaplan.
president ; Mrs. I. H. Cams, vice
president; Itev.
ti. Harrison, vico
president Mrs.
L Brooka, Dr. J.
H, Wroth, c. W, Kuna, Mrs. H. it.
Rny,
Mr. D. A. Macpherson. Mis.
Webster, J. B. bolt, b. I Held. .Mrs. E.
L. Medler. Mrs. Cassidy, Nestor Mom- toya and the captain of the Salvation
Army.
The finance committee is:
Mrs. Jesse Miller, Mrs. A. Borders, L.
Ilfeld,
Maynard tlunsul and Simon
Stern.
Both Committee will meet this afternoon at the home of Mrs. O. U
Brooks, West Copper avenue, and take
up the active work of the association.

No neWI 'has
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Mexico.

LET ME CLEAN THAT OFFICE!
DEVIN, 1108 MOUNTAIN

I). C.
ROAD.

"LA CINTILLO" HAVANA CIGARS,
SOLI) BY ALL DEALERS.

.

;

Are You Using One.
What? Why a loose leaf duplicatGUARANTEED CURE OH
ion statement system. liver se. one?
REFUNDED.
ALL
THE
BEST No? Just call us up and we will show
KINDS
OF HAY AND
GRAIN. you the "how" of this money, time and
VILLE PRODUCE (X).. oa SOUTH energy-savin- g
system.
Mltchncr &j
CLARKVILLE PRODUCE Co., 002 LlthgOW, bookbinders, at the Journal
SOUTH FIRST STREET.
ottoa.
USE

COLUMBIA

HOIP

CUKE.
MONEY

&G--

OttOOEHlEN! GROCERIES!
THE FINEST LINE OF
i'lllKi IN THE CITY AT F. G.
cfM
CO.'B.
314 8. SECOND ST.
PRATT
. Beln the new year right by treating yourself to one of
buggies or
surreys. Special sale of harness, whips,
Albuquerque
robes.
blankets and
Cnr-.rln-

THREE

ONLY

iitwffp Qmnnlc' Hfrorfinnc
UVUIZV tiUIIIUVIO
Presents Three of the Funniest

3,

ARTHUR

C.

AISTON'S

CO

MONDAY NIGHT,

January

H

"HELLO BILL"

A STRONG

To ORDEP.

TUESDAY NIGHT, .lanuarv

Shirt Waists Suits,

"Mr. Plaster of Paris";

J2S

Y

Everything fui niahed

-

Ck

Friday INiffnt
Shadows on the Hearth

'

Mb

3

ML

y

Madam Gross
LADIES TAILOR
Boom M, Ufeid Block, Corner Third
street ami Baili'oad Ave.

WEDNESDAY

NIGHT,

Jan.

Saturday Night
At the Old Cross Roads

HI

V 1

"A TURKISH BATH"
As

RURAL DRAMA

T II

Wil!irr(Jíffl"

Produced in nil the Large Cities
Hi a ui i tul Serpentine Dunco
New Sotiiis and Dances
Illustrated Boturi

Brophí

The

Prices

35c, 50c and 75c
Box BEATS, $1.00.

A

CABI.O

Admission:

D OU SCENERY-

-

50c, 75c, $1.00

TO BELENÓl

Q

Located

the

Cat-or-

J-

of The Atchison

Santa

Fe 'Railbucy

The new City of Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M.,

is at the junction of the main lines of the Santa Fe system
from Chicago to San Francisco and Los Angeles, El Paso, Texas and Old Mexico

leading east and west

The Helen Uotvn and Improvement Company
(INCORPORATED)

ARE THE OWNERS OF TUR BELEN TOWNSITE, Conalstlng of ONE THOUSAND BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, (alze 25x142 feet) fronting upon 80 and
atreeta nnd avenuea, RIGHT In the bualneaa
center of the NEW CITY and dlreotly upon the Santa Fe Railway Depot Orounds. The Atchison, Topeka and Sunta Fe Railway company la now grading lti extensive depot grounds and yard limita 800 feet wide and
a mile long, (capacity of wenty nillea of aide truck) to accomodate ita NEW PASSENGKU and FREIGHT depota, HARVBT EATINO HOUSE, Round Houae, Coal Chutea, Water Tanka, Machine Shopa, Etc
70-fo- ot

a

THE CITY OF HELEJV

a

Haa a population of 1500, and aeveraf large Mefcantlle Houaéa, The Belen Patent Roller Milla, capacity 160 bárrela dally; winery, etc. It la the largest ahlpplng point for Hour, wool, wheat, wine, beana, hay nnd fruit
In New Mexico.
From Ita location upon the Great Trunk line, leading North, South, fcaat and Weat, to all points In the United Statea and Old Mexico Ita future growth aa a Commercial point cannot bo estimated.
All faat limited, mall, expreaa and freight traína will pass through Belen to Chicago, Kansaa City, Galveston and the Pacific Coaat. The water In good and climate rtnaurpaaaed. Belen haa a $16,000 public achool houae.
two churchea, a commercial club, three hotels, restaurunta, etc. It needa right now a bakery, tailoring establishment, ahoemaker. plumber, planing mill, drug atore, harneaa hop, etc. THE LOTS OFFEBED ARE
a
may remain on note and mortgage for one year with Interest at eight per cent per annum.
LOW IN PRICES AND TERMS EAST. One third of purchaae money cash:
Title perfoct and warranty deeds
given. COME EARLT IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICE LOTS. For further particulars and prlcea of lota call In peraon or write to
two-thlrd-

The Belen Town and Improvement Company

JOHfl

1906

of Funny Farce Comedies

clothes ror ladles
for ladies are not expensive;
they are a positivo aving of
many dollars yearly.

Everything (urnlahed

12-1-

Guaranteed plays

Till UvllUllo

e

Walking Skirts,

TWO NIGHTS

(JANUARY

Not Expensive
Tailor-mad-

NIGHTS

ühe Future Pailroad Center of Jeiv Mejcico
TopeKa (&
Helen
on

C.HO-CEKIE-

or

Growing Popularity
The careful attention we lve
to every order we take Is largely responsible for our steadily
McTeasing patronage,

FOR ENSUING YEAR

office.

Co.

BEEN

G

BUCKWHEAT FLOUIl AND YOF
HAVE SOLVED THE BREAKFAST
PROBLEM. FOUND ONLY AT A.
J. MALO VS.

Journal

HAVE

ELKS' OPERA HOUSE ELKS' OPERA HOUSE

IS ASSOCIATED CHARITIES ELECT

ONE OF HIS LIBERATORS

life-siz-

WE HAVE JUST HFA'KIVKD A
SHIPMENT OF CLUB HOUSE MAPLE SYRUP, PUT UP IN GLASS.
THY A PINT Oil A QUART WITH
HI CKWIIEAT CAKES
MADE OF

BROTHER

Ci(, President

MHWMSM MM

WM. M.

BE-RCE-

Secretary

V

THE

EIGHT.

GEO. W. HICKOX & CO.
fttv Mtjctco'

We

Leading Jetvelers

(Successors to

Mr. H.

A

T. B

I'OUF.RQUR MORNING JOURNAL,

Are Shoeing flebo
I

I

1

ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
FOURTH STREET AND

RAILROAD AVENUE

a

J

up-to-da-te

Art Squares
Matting. Linoleum

r,

and inspect them.

ThtArch Front

H. 1IMM.

rati oijiej

Carpets, Rugs

E. Fox)

Having repurchased the stock and good will of Mr. H. K.
Fox in the above business we respectfully solicit jwtti
patronage. We shall offer for sale. t'r delivery Feb. 1st, two
Black Walnut Wall Cases and some
Show Cases
to make room for our new furnishings. Call at the stoic

N

Monday. January

Curtains,

South Stcond Street

V-i

:
on the Job whi. a will be pewpteti

LOCAL ITEMS OF INTEREST early next July.

3

Portieres evnd
Draperies

IIS
J

John Reinertson left last nigh, tor

s

The "Universal:'

:
i

Coffee Percolator

Also a complete line of
PILLOWS
BLANKETS

Hanover, N M with A. Vfllllamaon, 1
THE WRiTHI'lt.
C. H. Moor.. Dan (iraní, It- I. We ss 1
For the
hours ending at and Harry Bailey, The above gentle- S o'clock yesterday Afternoon:
men are all carpenters and are going j
42; miniMaximum temperature,
to Hanover for n several month s iol
mum, 20.
DBdar Contractor Blxncr. They will
BTI of an office building,
bank and a
Washington. Jan.
Mexico
number of cottag s ot Hanover HanFair ancl colder Monday. Tuesday fa'r over
is a mining town near Sllv. r city
Arizona Fair Monday and Tucs-clawhich is experiencing quite a boom
these days
.

COMFORTERS

FINE CHINA

s

Our "Prices Are the Lotvest

SALAD BOWLS
CHOCOCLAT1C SETS
CAKE FLATF.S

ALBERT FABER

ew

free from the
bitter taste caused by boiling and
retaining all the delicious aromatic
fragrance of the Coffee Bean a healthful appetizing beverage, clear as wine,
though no eggs arc used.
Makes Perfect Coffee

cv'U

DREAD & Bl TTEU
PLATES

RAILROAD AVENUE

PLATED WARE
CHAFFING DISIIK8
FIVE O'CLOCK TEAS
COFFEE POTS
CRUMB TRAYS
NUT CRACKS & PICKS

Scciional

SUGARS &
305
GRANT BUILDING.
SUGARS
1
A. W. Jenkins, the Indian trader, is
a
SYRUP PITCHERS
a
a
a
l
a
a
a
a
in Albuquerque from Lacuna.
a
CUDS & SAUCFKS
'
e ss
TEASPOONS
Charles Xcustadt is In the city from
CREAMfl
I
TABLE. SPOONS
Grants and will remain for a day or
OATMEAL DISHES
KNIVES & FORKS
two.
SETS
BERRY
Harry F. Lee, of this city, has been
EIjOVVER vases
CARLOAD of NEW
appointed a notary public by the govCUT
FANCY PLATES
Use on any
ernor.
kind oi Slove.
arc
nurents for the P. & B.
We
the
meeting
of
There will be a
TEA POTS
Unilorn in
the Finest American Cut
Rcwlu.
board of education tonight In the CenCELEItV TRAYS
Many beautiful artiGlosa.
Made ol Pew Aluminum and in Two Slyles,
tral school building.
cles at very reasonable prices
OLIVE DISHES
Empire and Colraid. U 4 tittJ, 4 lo 4 cupi.
It. W. Hoyt, auditor fur the Santa
JUST IN
Fe company, Is here from hil
To taste Coffee made in the "Univerat l.as Vegas.
sal" and know for the firet time what
The regular C'ommen il club dance
Perfect Coffee is like is worth living
will Vc held at the club parlors
Any one can make Perfect Coffee
for.
Ranges
ANDAlert
Steel
(fell
week.
Wcdnesd iv night of
in the "UNIVERSAL."
Captain Bernard Ituppe left last
night for Ocmlng on luielio-xwith the territorial board of phar(Continued i rom Page i. Column ,y
macy.
STIR FURNITURE CO.
N. J, Stone, of Mexico City, arrived O. X. Manon, to protect their inter- 214 Gold Avenue
late last night from the east and will csts and take whatever steps he may'
bej
money
days
of
couple
recover
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to
the
deem
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502 S. FIRST ST
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Worked Everything in siln.
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Cor. Fourth &
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worked
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writers bought, sold, exchanged,
Day and (tight.
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repaired.
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First-class
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and will spend u few days
private Dining
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pro eeded id get drunk.
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Service.
Agents for the
Alva rado.
g. n i for them, while the money lasted,
Oysters Received Dally. Game
WHOLESALE
Ueneral Manager J, E. Hurley of but It finally got short.
Underwood Visible
They went
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
Olid Fish when in season.
MERCHANTS
Sani. i Fe. will arrive from the east
out and "raised the wind" by Cashing
Connection.
in
Bar
M
linger la draft for $io, later getting another
and will meet (Jen. ,il
Typewriters....
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I vltw
Wool. Hides
A. O. Weill and a party of coast line one cashed at the sime business
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and
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officials here.
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hand.
always
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will leave this
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GEO. S. RAMSAY, MANAGER
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JOHNS. BEAVEN
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FURNITURE
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ALBUQUERQUE HARDWARE CO
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Where io Dine Well

SantaFe Restaurant
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Gross,Kelly&Co
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W.STRONG'S SONS
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j

'

The Power of Cash

-

The Birdsell Wagon

'

"THE WORLD'S BLST"

COAL

D

COKE

T'-e-

WOOD

Albuquerque

W.H. Hahn & CO

h
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Grocery Company
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Whitney Company

'
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L. 'Bell Co.
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GREEN TAG SALE

Sash, Doors, Glass, Cement
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DIAMONDS
Our prices arc Kit. in.
When bought right are a good Investment.
We Invito you to call and einmlne the beautiful diamond goods we nre
ware,
i
Mall orders receive
etc
Jewelry,
Sllvi
offering. A'ao Watches,
prompt attention

JEWELER
THE LEADING
Re,
ilroaé Avenue

,

of

Desirable Winter Goods

llltl

n,

PVPitJTT
L T L.AI- -

$30,000 Worth

n

.

First Street

First Street

Consisting of

N&sh Electrical Supply Co.

Hosiery, Gloves, etc., at price reductions ranging

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Wiring of all kinds and repairs on anything electrical promptly
and perfectly done. Fixture of all kinds in lock. Prices rigiu
and work (lie lcst. Agents for Westinglumse Electrical Machines.
Gkft us a chance lo figure on your work.
--

Office and Store:

506 West Railroad Avenue

Automatic Phono 401

Suits, Overcoats, Shirts, Underwear.

j

From 20 to 30 Per Cent
SIMOJ STEHJV, G6e

R. "R.

A-Oe-

.

Clothier

